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The Forest Survey 

FFECTIVE rehabilitation and constructive management of this country’s 

forest resource requires not only protection against neglect and destruc- 

tion but, with equal urgency, provision for permanent and wise use of that 

resource. Wisdom in forest land-use planning must rest on a long-time economy 

backed up by reliable facts as to supply and requirements for wood and other 

forest products, production and consumption, drain and growth, and the location, 

area, and condition of existing and prospective forest lands. ‘This requirement 

for dependable and comprehensive technical information is now being trans- 

lated into action through the provisions of the McSweeney-McNary Forest 

Research Act of May 22, 1928, authorizing a Nation-wide forest survey. 

The Forest Survey, as constituted under that act, is obtaining essential field 

information and, through interpretation thereof, is aiding in the formulation of 

guiding principles and policies, fundamental to a system of planned management 

and land use for each forest region and for the Nation. 

The fivefold purpose of the Forest Survey is: (1) To make a field inventory 

of the present supply of timber and other forest products; (2) to ascertain the 

rate at which this supply is being increased through growth; (3) to determine 

the rate at which it is being diminished through industrial and domestic uses, 

windfall, fire, disease, and other causes; (4) to determine the present consumption 

and the probable future trend in requirements for timber and other forest prod- 

ucts; and (5) to interpret and correlate these findings with existing and antici- 

pated economic conditions as an aid in the formulation of both private and 

public policies for the effective and rational use of land suitable for forest 

production. 

It is planned to publish the results of this investigation as they become 

available. These publications apply to large areas and should not be inter- 

preted as portraying correctly the forest situation for small sections, the condition 

of which may be either better or poorer than the average for the entire unit. 

They supply the general framework upon which to base intensive studies of 

critical situations. 

The investigation is conducted in the various forest regions by the forest exper- 

iment stations of the Forest Service and in the South by the Southern Forest 

Experiment Station, with headquarters in New Orleans, La. 
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FOREST RESOURCES OF THE NORTH-LOUISIANA DELTA 

Introduction 

Ke >>> 

, NHE north-Louisiana delta contains one of the 

most valuable supplies of high-quality, old- 

growth hardwood timber left in the United 

States. Here the old-time sawmills cutting indus- 

trial hardwood lumber still abound. In many 

other parts of the South the original lumber mills 

have cut out the most readily available timber, have 

been accordingly abandoned, and have subse- 

quently been replaced by small, portable mills. 

The forest-economic problem of this survey unit is 

to prolong the period of operation of these mills 

cutting old-growth timber until the present second- 

growth forest becomes merchantable. ‘This report 

presents facts bearing upon the forest situation, 

analyzes and interprets these facts, and offers sug- 

gestions which should aid in solving the principal 

forest problems. 
The report is based on a field survey made 

chiefly between November 1933 and February 1934. 

Trained crews of experienced timber estimators 

recorded the conditions on 4,563 quarter-acre plots 

distributed at 660-foot intervals along compass lines 

10 miles apart running east and west. On forest 

plots trees were measured with calipers; growth 

rates were determined by means of increment 

borings; and ali other data needed to determine 

stand volume and quality and to predict timber 

growth were gathered and recorded. Using these 

recorded data as a statistical sample representing 

the entire area, the average and total figures were 

computed. Statistical analyses of Forest Survey 

results indicate that the maximum error of the 

estimate of the total forest area is less than 3 per- 

cent and of the total timber volume less than 4 

percent. For relatively small items of area or 

volume the error may be considerably larger, and 

for very small items the figures should be regarded 

as merely indicative of the relative importance of 

the item. 

Data on forest industries and forest drain for 

the calendar year 1934 were obtained by a can- 

vass of forest-products enterprises and domestic 

wood users, and through summarized lumber- 

production statistics previously compiled by several 

divisions of the Lumber Code Authority of the 

National Recovery Administration. Present con- 

sumption and probable future trends in national 

requirements for timber and other forest products 

are being studied on a Nation-wide basis and will 

be treated in a separate report. 

Because of the large quantity of data presented 

in the following pages, it will be of advantage to 

summarize here some of the more significant data 

and findings. 
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Summary of Findings 
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THE GENERAL SITUATION 

HE land area of the north-Louisiana delta 

unit ! is 3,897,000 acres, of which approxi- 

mately 69 percent is forest land, 29 percent 

agricultural land, and 2 percent in other uses. 

The forest area of 2,682,700 acres supports a 

stand of practically pure hardwood timber. Approx- 

imately 22 percent bears uncut old growth, 26 

percent partly cut old growth much of which is at 

present noncommercial, 31 percent sawlog-size sec- 

ond growth, and 18 percent under sawlog size sec- 

ond growth and reproduction. Only 3 percent is 

clear-cut and nonproductive. 

The total saw-timber volume in trees 13 inches 

and over d. b. h.? is 10 billion board feet, according 

to the International \4-inch log rule, which closely 

approximates green-lumber tally. Of this volume, 

it is estimated that about 20 percent is of the species, 

quality, and stand per acre that are generally at- 

tractive to commercial operators cutting industrial 

lumber, cooperage stock, and veneer. Although 

the remainder is now commercially useful only for 

low-grade lumber such as structural material and 

cross ties, it represents a tremendous potential re- 

source, pending economic developments and changes 

in manufacturing and marketing practices. In 

addition to the 10 billion board feet in good trees, 

it is estimated that there are between 244 and 3 

billion board feet gross scale in trees that are culled 

on account of rot, poor form, or other defect. ‘The 

total cubic volume, not including top wood, in 

1 A forest survey unit is an area of 2 to 10 million acres in 

which forest, economic, and industrial conditions are rea- 

sonably homogeneous. The division of a State in this man- 

ner facilitates analysis and discussion of the forest situation. 

2D. b. h.=diameter breast high, i. e., 414 feet from the 

ground. 

ana 

good trees is 2,360 million cubic feet in trees 5 

inches and over d. b. h. 

The 1934 increment of the forest-growing stock 

was approximately 210 million board feet in saw- 

log-size material, or, including the stems of all good 

trees above 5 inches diameter at breast height, 45 

million cubic feet excluding bark. It is estimated 

that about 30 percent of the board-foot increment 

is of species, quality, and stand per acre that are 

suitable for utilization in the manufacture of indus- 

trial lumber, cooperage stock, and veneer. 

The total volume removed from the forest in 1934 

(in trees more than 13 inches d. b. h.) exclusive of 

natural mortality was 321 million board feet, or 52 

million cubic feet, with all good trees 5 inches and 

over in diameter included. It is estimated that 

nearly 70 percent of the board-foot drain is of 

species, quality, and stand per acre that are suit- 

able for utilization in the manufacture of indus- 

trial lumber, cooperage stock, and veneer. ‘The 

remainder comes from stands of lower quality and 

goes largely into fuel wood, railroad cross ties, and 

structural material. 

Comparison of the board-foot increment with the 

total board-foot timber drain shows that the drain 

exceeded the increment by nearly 111 million 

board feet in 1934. The drain from stem wood of 

all good trees 5 inches and larger in diameter was 

7 million cubic feet more than the corresponding 

increment. 

In 1934 logging operations and the manufacture 

of logs into lumber, veneer, cooperage stock, and 

similar primary forest products supplied employ- 

ment to approximately 3,750 full-time workers. 

ANALYSIS 

Excluding the 577,600 acres of uncut, old-growth 

timberland, the forest area is characterized by 



second-growth stands and recently cut-over stands 

containing a large proportion of cull trees and 

residual trees of inferior quality or species. These 

trees of little worth at present are also in many 

cases slow-growing and take up growing space that 

might be occupied more profitably by young, 

rapidly growing crop trees. 

The supply of timber of quality, species, and 

stand per acre now actually being utilized in the 

manufacture of industrial lumber, veneer, and 

cooperage stock constitutes 20 to 25 percent of 

the total standing saw-timber volume, and it is 

being cut probably between three and four times 

as fast as it is being grown. 

The board-foot volume of material unsuited, ac- 

cording to present practices, for the manufacture 

of high-grade commodities is now increasing about 

twice as rapidly as it is being used, and the rate 

of increase undoubtedly will be accelerated in the 

future. This accretion of saw timber unsuitable 

for present use by forest industries requiring high- 

quality timber is building up a reserve resource of 

steadily improving quality to supply the forest 

industries of the future. 

To utilize this resource fully, wood-using indus- 

tries must in the future adapt their requirements 

for raw material to a smaller proportion of high- 

quality timber, and must develop a larger market 

(1) for species not generally used at present, (2) 

for lower grades of lumber (probably as small di- 

mension and structural material), (3) for lower 

grades of cooperage stock, (4) for box and crate 

material including package veneer, and (5) for 

round material in such products as pulpwood, 

chemical wood, and posts. 

Therefore, the major forestry problem of this 

unit is twofold: (1) To bring the timber growth 

(particularly of high-quality timber) and timber 

drain into balance at a level of production com- 

mensurate with the productive ability of the area, 

and (2) to develop markets and manufacturing 

methods that will permit the utilization of timber 

of low quality and of species not now being fully 

utilized. 
CONCLUSIONS 

The solution of this forestry problem involves: 

1. The improvement in conditions affecting 

forest growth through removal of suppressed trees 

from crowded young stands, and of cull trees and 

trees of inferior quality from all stands. ‘This can 

be accomplished, in part, by a change in the prac- 

tices used in cutting wood for farm and other do- 

mestic use. It is estimated that more than half 

of the total timber cut at present for domestic use 

is taken from immature trees that otherwise would 

develop into an industrial resource. Farm fuel 

wood, fence posts, and similar material should, 

therefore, be taken from low-quality residual trees, 

from cull timber, and from thinnings. 

2. ‘The improvement in silvicultural conditions 

through protection of the forest from fire. Despite 

popular belief to the contrary, forest fires sub- 

stantially reduce the volume of high-quality indus- 

trial hardwood timber and the productivity of 

hardwood forests. To reduce fire losses, Federal 

and State cooperation in forest-fire prevention and 

control should be extended to this unit. 

3. The conservation of the present resources of 

high-quality timber through (a) partial cuttings 

which remove, at a relatively low unit logging cost, 

the large, ripe, or mature timber and leave a sub- 

stantial growing stock of thrifty high-quality second- 

growth trees mostly under 30 inches in diameter and 

(b) full and most economic use of the trees cut, by 

converting all logs into the product for which they 

are best suited. 

4. An adequate program of forest research. Stud- 

ies to determine rates of hardwood timber growth, 

the best systems of hardwood forest management, 

and improved methods of logging, should be ini- 

tiated without.delay. Demonstration areas should 

be established where the results of these improved 

practices can be illustrated. Forest-products re- 

search should be expanded as the first step in de- 

veloping markets for timber not commonly used 

because of species or quality. 

5. A program of forestry education. ‘There is a 

definite need for forestry extension work among the 

hardwood timber operators and timberland owners 

to promote an understanding of the opportunities 

as well as the methods of forest management for 

timber growth. This work can well be undertaken 

by the foresters of lumber associations and other 

trade associations and by consulting foresters, as 

well as by State and Federal forestry organizations. 

6. The reduction and stabilization of forest-land 

taxes. 
7. State and Federal forest ownership, where 

private forestry practice cannot be expected to suc- 

ceed. Large-scale private timber growing is most 



likely to fail on the so-called ‘‘backwater areas” 

supporting stands of overcup oak and pecan, where 

timber-growth rates are slow and timber quality low. 

The only incentive to private ownership of these 
lands for forest purposes is the prospect of early liqui- 

dation through cutting of the old-growth timber. 

When once stripped of their original stands, lands in 

these heavily inundated areas will revert eventually 
to State ownership for nonpayment of taxes unless 

oil or some other subsurface resource is discovered. 
Forest management on these lands will become, 

therefore, either a State or national problem. 

52142°—38 2 

8. Cheap, long-term financing. Some form of 

cheap, long-term financing is necessary in order to 

stabilize forest ownership, to facilitate continuity of 

management policy, to assist private owners of tim- 

berland during the early stages of building up toa 

sustained yield, and to encourage the continued in- 

vestment in growing stock thereafter. The exten- 

sion to forest owners of credit facilities, such as those 

now afforded by the Reconstruction Finance Cor- 

poration to industrialists and by the Farm Credit 

Administration to farmers, is suggested. 
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General Description 

of the Unit 

——————— 

HE north-Louisiana delta survey unit in- 

cludes the flood plains of the Mississippi 

Basin that are north of the Red River in 

Louisiana and south of Vicksburg in Mississippi. 

These flood plains, shown in figure 1, extend west to 

the hills in the former State and east to the bluffs 

in the latter. The total land area, exclusive of 

meandered lakes and rivers, is 3,897,000 acres, of 

which 250,200 acres are in Mississippi. 

Topography and Drainage 

Local streams are numerous, large, winding, and 

sluggish. During flood times, soil-laden waters 

overflow the river banks and drop their alluvium. 

Much soil settles near the stream margins; less, 

farther back. In this manner low ridges or “front 

lands” are built up along each river bank. Rivers 

also scour away their banks on the convex side of 

bends and build up mud and sand bars elsewhere. 

This constant shifting of streams possibly justifies 

the assertion that at one time or another every acre 

of the Mississippi River bottom land was actual 

stream bed. 

Before the construction of the present levee sys- 

tem, much of this section was subject to a spring 

flood nearly every year. Exceptional floods covered 

all but the highest part of Macon Ridge and a few 

of the higher river margins. The present levee 

system affords much better protection. Excep- 

tionally destructive floods, such as those in 1927, 

may cover wide areas, but ordinary high waters 

now cover only the extensive flats lying south of 

Jonesville and Ferriday. Annual inundation in 

some degree, however, either by overflow or con- 

centration of local rain water is characteristic ot 

the stippled areas shown in figure 1. Elsewhere 

rainfall during the winter season covers the bottoms 

of local streams and restricted areas on the lower 

flats. This survey unit as a whole, however, is not 

characteristically a swamp country; swamps, 

properly speaking, are of restricted occurrence. 

The unit is made up entirely of present flood 

plains or first bottoms and of ancient flood plains 

in the form of second bottoms and higher terraces. 

The present flood plains seldom vary more than 12 

to 15 feet in elevation, the higher elevations lying 

along courses of present or former streams. Macon 

Ridge, rising about 30 feet above the present flood 

plain, is the unit’s principal topographic feature. 

Souls 

The soils of this unit fall naturally into three 

distinct soil groups (fig. 1). The first group is 

characteristic of the present flood plain of the 

Mississippi River itself, and lies east and south of 

Macon Ridge. The second is found on the present 

flood plains of the Ouachita and Boeuf River sys- 

tems. The third group occurs on Macon Ridge 

itself and on the adjacent lower terraces or second 

bottoms to the west. 

Soils of the Mississippi River flood plain are 

typically gray to black and vary from pure clays to 

very fine silty sand. Sands and sandy clays make 

up most of the natural levees or low ridges adjacent 

to present or former streams. Alternating with 

these sandy ridges are flat, poorly drained areas 

where the soils vary from silty clays to impervious 

waxy clays. South of Macon Ridge, clay soils 

predominate. 

On the flood plains of the Ouachita and Boeuf 

River systems reddish soils prevail. ‘They are 

chiefly deposits of alluvium from the Arkansas 

River brought down through Bayou Bartholomew 

and the Boeuf River. Those soils also vary in tex- 
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Stippled areas are approximately those 
over which inundation is common; they may include local areas that are higher and better drained 

Ficure 1.—Soil groups in the north-Louisiana delta. 



ture from pure clays to very fine sands. Waxy clays 

predominate in the La Fourche Basin and in the 

basins in the upper and lower ends of Boeuf River. 
The terrace soils vary less than those of the other 

two groups. Sands and clays of the river flood plain 

or first bottoms are almost entirely lacking here. 

With respect to its soils, the terrace can be divided 

into two subareas. On the highest terrace, or 

ridge proper, the soils are almost entirely silt loam, 

yellowish to buff in color. On the lower terraces or 

second bottoms to the west they are similar except 
for the common occurrence of poorly drained, sau- 

cer-shaped depressions where the soils are light gray 

and of the consistency of silty clay loam. 

In general, the survey unit is characterized by 

very good agricultural soils. On the river flood 

plains the front lands are uniformly of the highest 

quality. After drainage the black ‘‘buckshot”’ 

soils of cypress sloughs and swamps are of equal or 

greater agricultural worth. Soils of the flats are 

variable; some, with or without drainage, are of 

good quality when carefully worked; the most waxy 

soils, however, in spite of drainage and careful 

working, cannot be considered as agricultural. On 

the terrace the buff loam soils are good to excellent. 

The grayish soils of the saucerlike depressions are 

not good agriculturally even after drainage. The 

proportion of tillable land acreage is higher on 

the terrace than on the river flood plains. 

Climate 

Short, mild, rainy winters, and long, very warm 

and humid summers are characteristic of this unit. 

Even in the most northern part, water freezes only 

three to five times during the average winter. On 

the average, snow falls once a year. The mean 

annual temperature is about 66° F.; for the winter 

months (December, January, February) the mean 

temperature is 50°, and for the summer (June, 

July, and August) 81°. The last killing frost in the 

spring usually occurs during the middle of March, 

and the first killing frost in the fall generally comes 

earlyin November. Prevailing winds are southerly. 

The average annual rainfall is 50 inches. 

Although logging is more or less restricted during 

the winter and may be impossible on low wet situa- 

tions, it is nevertheless a year-round activity. Log- 

ging conditions are normally most favorable during 

the relatively dry months of fall. 

Estory and Development 

Settlement in the unit began early in the nine- 
teenth century. Early settlers came largely from 

Southern States farther east. By 1850, cotton was 

being produced on much of the relatively high 

river-front land where water transportation was 

easily available. These lands lay mainly along the 

Mississippi, ‘Tensas, and Ouachita Rivers, the mid- 

dle reaches of Boeuf River, and along Bayous 

Macon and Bartholomew. Cotton production in 

those days was virtually the only industry in the 

unit. 

During the Civil War and the subsequent recon- 

struction period, agricultural development was 

interrupted. ‘Thousands of acres of rich plantation 

lands were permanently abandoned and reverted 

to forest growth (fig. 2). In the 1880’s cotton pro- 
duction was revived, and a new period of develop- 

ment set in, during which cotton cultivation rapidly 

extended to newly cleared lands in the better 

drained situations accessible to the recently con- 

structed railroads. Water transportation ceased 

to be the most important agent in cotton shipping, 

and land continued to be abandoned along some 

of the rivers and bayous where rail facilities were 

not easily available. 

Cotton production remained almost the sole in- 

dustry in the survey unit until the early 1900’s. 

Somewhat prior to that time, however, a few small 

sawmills operated on Macon Ridge, and handrived 

staves were made there. Shortly after 1900 large 

lumber interests began to acquire timberland, and 

within the next 10 years lumber production began 

to be an important industry. On Macon Ridge 

and the adjacent terrace it reached its peak between 

1915 and 1920; in the remainder of the unit, 

between 1922 and 1928. 

The agricultural boom occasioned by the World 

War started a well-defined movement to put cut- 

over timberlands into agriculture, principally for 

cotton production. This tendency was particularly 

apparent west of Macon Ridge on the low terrace 

which had not been highly developed agriculturally 

up to that time. Expansion of cotton acreage con- 

tinued, although at a gradually diminishing rate, 

until the depression following 1930. By this time, 

the area of land cleared annually was almost 

equaled by the area of agricultural land left idle 

and abandoned. During the recent years of low 
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cotton prices a notable increase in the production of 

livestock, particularly of cattle and hogs, has been 

apparent, but the alluvial soils of this unit are in 

general high cotton producers, and cotton may be 

expected to continue as the most important agri- 

cultural crop. 
During the agricultural boom of the World War 

period, several local drainage districts, aggregating 

approximately 150,000 acres, were organized in the 

more poorly drained bottom lands. Bonds were 

issued in each district to cover the cost of drainage 

improvements. ‘These bonds were to be retired by 

money raised from both acreage and ad valorem 
taxes levied on all land within the drainage district. 

Even in normal times these taxes were burdensome; 

but during the recent depression the tax situation 

became so acute that nonpayment of taxes on 

these lands has been common. Although not 

all land is now cleared that could be put to agri- 

cultural uses, the expense of drainage improvements 

definitely limits the area of forested land that can 

be cleared and cultivated profitably under ordinary 

conditions. 

Besides agriculture and the forest industries, the 

natural-gas industry is also well developed. ‘The 

Monroe gas field, lying almost entirely within this 

survey unit, is one of the largest in the world. It 

supports a very large carbon-black industry and a 

secondary oil industry. A large electric generating 

plant uses the natural gas for fuel Sash and door 

plants constitute the only other industry of conse- 

quence. ‘There are no hydro-electric plants. 

Highway, waterway, and railroad transportation 

facilities are well distributed. Four railroad sys- 

tems serve this section—the Missouri Pacific, the 

Illinois Central, the Louisiana & Arkansas, and the 

Texas & Pacific. Very little of the land area in the 

unit is more than 10 miles from an improved high- 

way or other form of transportation. (See map of 

forest industries and transportation systems, fig. 8, 

which also shows the navigable portions of streams.) 

The roads are in general hard-surfaced or graveled. 

Land Use and Ownership 

Of the total land area of the unit in 1934, about 69 

percent was in forests, 29 percent in agriculture, and 

2 percent in other uses (table 1). Most of the land 

is owned either by agricultural or timber interests. 

The agricultural ownership is of two fairly distinct 

F 264879 

Ficure 2.— Ruins of an ante bellum plantation house now Literally 

overgrown with a second-growth sawlog-size forest, Tensas Parish, 

La. This house at one time was surrounded by approximately 3,000 

acres of highly productive cotton land. Now scarcely 25 aores are 

under cultivation. The remainder of the area supports a stand of 

second growth, a part of which was recently cut over for sawlogs 

kinds—large-scale plantations and small farms. 

The plantation system prevails almost exclusively 

in the Mississippi River and Boeuf-Ouachita flood 

plains. Although plantations are established in the 

terrace and second bottoms, somewhat more than 

half the land held by agricultural interests in this 

section is in independent, small-farm ownership, 

much of which has developed since the lumber 

companies began to promote the sale of cut-over 

lands for agricultural purposes. Many farmers 

moved into the territory from the hills of the nearby 

piney woods to the west. 

It is estimated that farmers and planters own 

slightly more than one-half of the timberland on the 

terrace and second bottoms, and about one-third 

of that on the flood plains of the Mississippi and 

other streams. The largest of the plantation hold- 

ings of forest land is about 12,000 acres; only a few 

exceed 5,000 acres (table 2). ‘Timber operators 



Taste 1.—Land area classified according to major uses 

| 

| Total land area 

| 
Land-use class 

Acres Percent 

Forest: 

PROQUCLIVG2eseee t= sc eese atte ee eee 2, 656, 500 68. 2 

INONDLOGUC Vela. = one nee eee ne | 26, 200 Sif 

otal wers slices Sos eee Onesie tae a4 2, 682, 700 68.9 

Agricultural: 

In cultivation: 

Old cropland !______.___-.-.__-_______. 847, 700 21.8 

INewicropland 2:22. 22-222 Ss 8 221 | 91, 000 2.3 

Out of cultivation: 

Ho cs Sipe aa ay ee ann ee | 43, 800 Lent 

‘A bandonedit]2 eco 22. saceeass oa s= 28, 800 rf 

Improved pasture §_______._-_--------_-____ 104, 600 ret 

A Mars ace a SI aes see 1, 115, 900 28. 6 

Other—prairie, marsh, waterways,’ towns and | 

villages, roads, railroads, ete_._______________ | 98, 400 pa 

Grandstotalssee==- seen eee 7 3, 897, 000 100.0 

1 Land cultivated at least 5 years and on which a farm crop was raised 

within 2 years prior to the date of survey. 

1 Land converted from forest to cropland within 5 years prior to the 

date of survey. 

3 Cultivated land that has been idle for 2 years or more but has not 

teached the abandoned stage. 

4 Land once cultivated but showing distinct evidence of having been 

abandoned for agricultural crop production; no attempt has been made 

to maintain it as improved pasture. 

5 Cleared land under fence used primarily for grazing; a real attempt 

has been made to produce and maintain a sod. 

6 Does not include meandered lakes and rivers. 

7 Includes 9,262 acres in Pittman Island, a part of Mississippi. 

Taste 2.—Total forest area‘ classified according to 

ownership and size of forest-land holding 
inpe of 

lector 

* | active ae Planta- Size of forest-land inunit | poldine | tion | Farm All 
holding (acres) holding f er s _| owners | owners frest orest | owners 

lieaglone land only 

| Percent Percent |Percent | Percent | Percent 

Under 320______-----__-- ; 2.5 2 12 16.5 
320 to 1,999_____ _| 2) | 5 16) eeenee 23 

2 | 3.5 12)| ee 17.5 
15,000 to 39.999__________ | 4 | i ieee eee 14 

40,000 and over__-______- | 16 | 13 | eee | eee 3.29 

Tiotelaeeaeeeee | 24 3t | 30 12| 100 

1 Based on data taken at parish courthouses in Louisiana. No com- 

parable information is available for the 250,200 acres in Mississippi. 

Probably the character of ownership does not differ greatly from that 

shown above for the area in Louisiana. 

2 Less than 0.5 percent. 

3 This 29 percent of the total forest area is owned by 10 firms; 4 of these 

hold as much as 60,000 acres of virgin timberland each. 

co 

and timber-holding companies own approximately 

58 percent of the total forest area. Although less 
than half of this is in the hands of owners having 

active logging operations in the unit, these owners 

hold some 55 percent of the area of uncut old- 

growth timber. One active operator has about 

100,000 acres of this class of timberland; another, 

60,000 acres. The other areas of uncut old-growth 

timber, one owned by an operator not now working 

in the unit and the other by a timber-holding com- 

pany, contain 60,000 to 70,000 acres each. Hold- 

ings of old-growth uncut timber by agricultural 

owners are negligible. ‘There is no national forest 

or organized State forest land in the unit. 

Taxation 

Timberland owners in the north-Louisiana delta 

are vitally concerned with land- and timber-taxa- 

tion practices. Two kinds of general property taxes 

are levied—ad valorem taxes and taxes assessed at 

a flat rate per acre. In addition, a severance tax 

is collected on the volume of all timber cut. This 

varies between 7 and 26 cents per thousand board 

feet, depending on species. 

Ad valorem taxation practiced here is similar to 

that generally practiced elsewhere. In theory, rural 

real estate is assessed at full valuation, but in prac- 

tice, agricultural lands, farm woodlands, and mer- 

chantable timberland are assessed in normal times 

at about 50 to 60 percent of full valuation. Under 
the depression conditions existing in 1934, the 

realizable value of this kind of real estate had 

shrunk to the point where assessed valuation and 

realizable value were approximately equal. Cut- 

over timberland and similar wild lands are assessed 

in normal times at virtually 100 percent of their 

realizable value. Hence, the assessed value of lands 

of this class in 1934 was considerably higher than 

the realizable value for such property. 

Practices in assessing any given class of real prop- 

erty vary somewhat from parish! to parish. In 

some parishes, timber and land together are as- 
sessed at a flat rate. In others, the timber volume 

is assessed at a given rate per thousand board feet, 

and the land carries an additional assessment at a 

given rate per acre. Considering assessments ac- 

1 Parishes in Louisiana correspond to counties in other 

States. 



cording to both systems, the assessment per acre on 

virgin timberland varies from a minimum of $6 to 

$8 per acre for the overcup oak-bitter pecan flats 

in Concordia Parish to a maximum of $30 to $35 

per acre for the more valuable areas. An average 

assessment rate for virgin hardwood timberland in 

this unit would be about $20 per acre. Assessments 

on cut-over timberland range from $1 to $12 per 

acre, with an average of about $6 per acre. 

A third classification of taxable timberland is 

recognized throughout Louisiana. ‘This classifica- 

tion is designated ‘‘woodland”’ and can be roughly 

described as the kind of partly cut-over timberland 

commonly found in connection with farms or plan- 

tations. These stands normally contain a larger 

volume of timber of merchantable size than the 

commercially cut-over timberlands and are there- 

fore assessed at a value per acre intermediate be- 

tween the highly valued old-growth timber areas 

and the cut-over timberland. ‘The tax saving as a 

result of a partial cutting of old-growth uncut hard- 

wood areas and the subsequent classification of the 

area as ““woodland”’ is a substantial inducement for 

holders of large tracts of virgin timberland to prac- 

tice some form of forest management. 

The tax rate ranges between 17 and 65 mills per 

dollar of assessed valuation, usually around 30 to 

35 mills. 

Besides the ad valorem tax, a substantial part of 

the land is subject to an annual flat-rate levee tax 

of 5 cents per acre. Furthermore, for the small 

area included in organized drainage districts, an 

additional annual tax of 5 to 50 cents per acre is 

levied for drainage improvements. 

Only a part of the above taxes apply to the 

batture land, that is, the unprotected land lying 

between the levee and the river. State, parish, 

and school taxes are usually levied on batture 

land; but the assessed valuation is much lower 

than for comparable levee-protected land. Drain- 

age, levee, road, and other miscellaneous taxes are 

not usually charged against batture land. The 

total annual tax per acre for batture land in this 

unit bearing a stand of almost mature second 

growth averages approximately 7 cents per acre. 

A corresponding total annual tax for similar timber- 

land on the protected side of the levee is approxi- 

mately 30 cents an acre. The difference of 23 

cents represents the tax advantage of timberland 

located on the batture. 

Although taxation lays on the landowners a 

genuine burden that has resulted in some delin- 

quency, the problem of reversion of title to the 

State for nonpayment of taxes is not acute. Off- 

cers of a few of the parishes reported no tax- 

reverted land in 1934; others reported small acre- 

ages. Concordia Parish reported approximately 

50,000 acres of tax-reverted timberland in 1934; 

this was the largest area to be reported by any 

parish. ‘Tax delinquency is, of course, more com- 

mon than tax reversion and is more common 

on urban property than on rural property. In 

1934 the acreage of tax-delinquent timberland 

was less than the corresponding acreage of farm 

land. 

Population and Community Conditions 

This unit is largely a region of rural dwellers. 

Its total population numbers about 210,000 (or 34 

persons per square mile) of which only 20 percent 

lives in the five cities that have more than 2,500 

persons each. Monroe and West Monroe have 

populations of 26,000 and 7,000, respectively, but 

the other three (Tallulah, Lake Providence, and 

Ferriday) have less than 3,500 persons each. 

Whites make up 53 percent of the total popula- 

tion—61 percent of the urban, and 50 percent of 

the rural. The colored rural dwellers are mainly 

sharecroppers on cotton plantations; many of the 

white rural dwellers are independent farmers. 

The median size of family is approximately 4 per- 

sons per white and 3 persons per colored family. 

The unit has a plentiful supply of cheap labor, 

white as well as colored. The laborers on large- 

scale forest-products operations are largely regular 

full-time woods and mill workers and for the most 

part are colored. On small-scale operations, and 

particularly in the woods, the labor is more often 

transient. This transient, part-time help comes 

from two general sources—farm laborers, and odd- 

job laborers who alternate between woods work 

and other temporary jobs, such as road and con- 

struction work, fishing, hunting, and trapping. 

Most of the towns and cities originated at centers 

of the cotton trade in the early 1800’s. ‘The more 

recent coming of the lumber industry merely 

added to the size of already-existing communities. 

Exceptions to this rule are Ferriday and Water- 

proof, which developed near the end of the nine- 



teenth century as combined agricultural and saw- 

mill communities. Some towns in the unit have 

already experienced the passing of their local saw- 

mill industry. Although this passing has tempo- 

rarily handicapped them, it has not, as a rule, 

resulted in the disastrous social consequences that 

so often befall abandoned sawmill towns elsewhere. 

Most of the mill towns in this unit will continue as 

Io 

agricultural centers, supported by plantations and 

small farms. There are, however, a few very 

small communities, such as Tendal and Sond- 

heimer, consisting of little more than a sawmill, 

a commissary, and the necessary quota of com- 

pany-owned houses, which may practically pass 

out of existence with the removal of the present 

sawmills. 
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Forest Description 

fo 

HE forest area of the survey unit is in general 

a mixed hardwood forest, where the typical 

stand is made up of trees of many sizes and 

ages. More than 20 percent still bears uncut old- 

growth timber. Nearly 80 percent has at one time 

or another been cut over for sawlogs or other forest 

products. At the time of cutting, these areas were 

largely stripped of the timber that had the quality 

required by the lumber, veneer, and cooperage in- 

dustries. Nevertheless, at the present time nearly 

64 percent of the total board-foot volume in the 

survey unit is found on areas once cut over. Al- 

though a part of this volume is in residual trees left 

at the time of logging, more than 40 percent is found 

in trees less than 19 inches in diameter. [In addi- 

tion, nearly. 8 million cords of wood are found in 

trees below sawlog size. Growth of trees less than 

19 inches in diameter is rapid. Because this rapid- 

growing component of the forest is increasing its 

volume very much faster than it is being used, a 

relatively large growing stock is being built up on 

which future operations may depend. With shifts 

in market, changes in technical processes of manu- 

facture, and improvement in timber quality as a 

result of growth, this growing stock of residual and 

second-growth timber can eventually serve as the 

basis for commercial cuttings. 

Forest Types 

The species association in the eight principal 

forest types as disclosed in the analysis of the field 

data is given in table 3. The relative importance of 

each species ! or species group is expressed as a per- 

cent of the cubic-foot volume of all species occurring 

in the type. The areas dominated by six of these 

1 Latin names of species mentioned in the text are given 

on p. 48. 
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forest types are shown in a broad and generalized 

manner on the map at the end of thisreport. Areas 

of the other two types are too small or scattered to 

be included. Because the distribution of these 

types was seen to be closely related to topography, 

the forest area was classified in the field into four 

topographic-situation classes, defined as follows: 

Swamp.—Forested areas normally under water during the 

greater portion of the year. 

Terrace.—Nonswampy ancient flood plains now above the 

level of all but exceptional floods. 

River margin.—Relatively high sandy areas adjacent to 

present or recent stream courses and comprising the most 

recent alluvial deposits in the delta. 

Bottomland.—Present flood plains which cannot be classified 

as swamp or river margin. 

As shown in table 4, three-fourths of the forest 

area in this unit is bottom land. The red gum- 

water oak type is almost wholly confined to these 

bottom-land areas—as is the hackberry-elm-ash 

type, which is largely a residual type left after the 

red gum-water oak type has been commercially 

logged. Where the red gum-water oak type occurs 

on front lands, the land when cleared is usually 

valuable for agriculture even without drainage. 

The overcup oak-bitter pecan type is found on the 

poorly drained, waxy clay soils of the backwater 

areas in the bottom land, as well as in shallow 

sloughs and local basins scattered throughout the 

bottom land and on the terrace. Even when 

drained, the soils of this latter type are usually 

undesirable for agriculture. ‘The cypress-tupelo 

type is found mainly in deep swamps and on the 

fertile buckshot soil of deep wet sloughs. 

The cottonwood-willow type is in reality two 

separate but closely related river-margin types. 

The two species seldom grow together except in 

young stands. Cottonwood in pure stands usually 

grows on high, sandy river margins, or on old fields. 



TasLe 3.—Composition of each of the principal forest types, by species, expressed in percent of total gross cubic volume } 

aa 
Smecion Red gum- | Hackberry Ousteuy Cotton: Cypress- Mixed oak-) pine hard- | Average 
P water oak | elm-ash | % Bae woes | tupelo Water oak eed ‘ Salita Cee: 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
TaAsYo | fea bua RO re een eget 39.3 1.6 0.6 1.5 1.8 3.4 17.3 12.5 13.9 
Wiaterioaks\iie oes sos esac eee 19i7. 9. 4 8.4 (8) 1.3 66.9 14.9 8.7 15.1 
Overcup oak_________________________- 6.8 6.5 36.5 pl 2.2 3.6 3.9 DAU 13.9 
Wihite oaks 4 2.225522 .4 aul (ee | eee (8) 2.0 Vez 10.7 1.3 
PROG OSS) Siar tee ee eee att el (3) | Stee eee | eee eth 9.6 4.0 ah 
Bitter pecan_____-___-_-______--_____- 3.5 5.4 34.9 1.37] 4.2 oho 17,9)}| Into ee 12.3 
PSSW.CE be 0G Cea Tree eee 4.3 1.2 .3 at) wl 1.3 GU ee See aber 
Greeniashv2 2 2 se seee ese ee Sul 18.2 4.9 6) 4.0 S85 || Saoe es eee |e eee 6.0 
White ash_..______._-_--------------- ee ee. 5 2, |e eee Beeeceres es 1.0 3.3 1.2 4 
PVIID@IGIN ses e eee ee eee ee 4.8 9.0 1.8 wey || .8 4.7 2.8 29) 3.8 
Rock.orcedar.elmes==2s0 92) se 2.9 19.0 216) Ge oneness |yeeeee nee 1.9 eS) | Brees bre 4.6 
Winged and red elm___________-_____- a! Vio! | so essen en Seo cee en es | See eee 2.2 4.8 2.8 aid. 
Hackberry. | 4.7 2).4 3.3 5 .2 2.4 silt Soeee. cos = 5.6 
Cottonwood_________--_-___-________-- -8 ze Fa 39.9 5 mil Poe (epee eee 4.2 
Wiilloweeeeas sea ee amen eee By) 4 a2 52.4 2.7 (3) ely |2aees ae 5.4 
CY PIOSS eens See sae enna ons .8 aa 1.5 -6 40. 2 (8) 300 |-sosse se oe 2.4 

Mupelo;gum s2e2e2 esas eee eee es] (3) ee eee (3) ial Oia ses Jee. 2 alesse eae el | been een ee 5 
Blacks primes ae eee eee eee 6 2 val} eos ee |See eee ee 9 6.9 3.0 7 
Hick 0by eae Sa ee at Bat (aa econ | eee een .4 7.6 4.5 5 
Red maple and boxelder_____________- 1.3 1.9 (3) aoal 1.0 6 8 5 8 

SRY CzNA 0 (0) gs \epe eese a  eee ee 5 Bis EP eee ae 285 oan eee [PRS See | Sse ey eres 38} 
[Persimmon ssa eee eee .9 1.0 2.6 #3) ie .6 £61] sate eee 13 
Other hardwoods 6____________________ st 2.8 2.1 9 2.5 1.5 .9 nel DES} 

Wooblollyspines2eeees=ssse snes s 2-22 | (3) (ob 0 ee ee ae ee) eee eee ol 2.1 48. 4 6 

———— ee 

1 Total gross cubic volume includes bark in stemwood of good trees 5 inches and over in diameter. 

2 Chiefly water oak, bottom land red oak, and willow oak. 

3 Less than 0.1 percent. 

4 Cow oak, forked-leaf white oak, and delta post oak. 

5 Chiefly cherrybark oak, southern red oak, and black oak. 

8 Chiefly honeylocust, mulberry, and water locust. 

TasLe 4.—Distribution of forest area according to forest type and topographic situation 

Forest type Bottom land Terrace Swamp River margin All situations 

Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Percent 

Bediguri water ogles 22 ccesc oct e oe Senescence 659, 900 10, 100 2, 500 9, 500 682, 000 25.4 
Hackberry, Ol0-asl. 222-2 aes se nee see san see sess ems es ous 386, 300 16, 000 L700) fase. eee 404, 000 15.1 

Overcup oak-bitter pecan a 772, 400 21, 900 14, 300 3, 700 812, 300 30. 2 

G@ottonwood-willow=2---22- 22252522 --22- = 2222 e eae seo 30;,500)|—<22-ce-sesoss 48, 900 139, 600 219, 000 8.2 

(GY DECSS- GU Del Os = se = eee aa es eee eee ee ee 11, 000 1, 700 827400) |e ooe eee ae oe 95, 100 3.5 

Wiiten Gale aoe cere Sh tds eee hee 135, 900 60/000) |e sects eet) een 194, 900 7.3 
Mixed: oak-mixed hardwood_=2-----.-------_-_.-- === 2 = ===. 51, 400 193, 700 1,700) |22 22222582 = 2 246, 800 9.2 

Pine-hard wood | 422 -==- 6 =-<22- ses- 2 ass seen ses e nce se aoe sees | see e ee eee 28) 600) 2a aoe oe | So ee eee 28, 600 Tall 

Doball of oee esas seer ces eut cere tae eee 2, 047, 400 331, 000 151, 500 152,800 | 2,682,700 |22 22-4 8 

AEN DES | DELCOU ts aaee a Senn ees sone ae reer ene Tee eee 76. 3 12.3 5.7 Dede Se ase eee ee 100.0 
| 

Pure willow stands are commonly found on the low admixed water oak are the principal species. ‘The 

banks along rivers or in swamps. mixed oak-mixed hardwood type is characteristic 

The water-oak type grows on either wet gumbo of the better terrace soils, but this type exists also in 

flats or the occasional clay ridges in the bottom the bottom lands, where it is largely restricted to 

land, and in poorly drained, saucer-shaped depres- the reddish Portland and Miller soils in the Bayou 

sions on the terrace. On bottom-land situations, Bartholomew Basin and to the Ouachita River al- 

bottom-land red oak and willow oak are the pre- luvium. ‘The pine-hardwood type, which is essen- 

dominating individual species on flats and ridges, tially the mixed oak-mixed hardwood type plus 

respectively. On the terrace, willow oak with some loblolly pine, is found exclusively on the terrace. 
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Forest land was not classified according to site— 

that is, its forest-producing capacity—because, ex- 

cept for areas bearing the overcup oak-bitter pecan 

type, nearly all land in this survey unit is intrin- 

sically of high forest productivity and for the most 

part is believed to have a forest-producing capacity 

considerably above the average hardwood site in 

the upland and mountainous parts of the South. 

Forest Conditions 

The forest was divided into eight condition classes 

on the basis of volume, age, and cutting history. 

They are as follows: 

Old growth—Uncut.—The original mature forest of the re- 
gion from which less than 10 percent of the volume has been 

cut (fig. 3). 

Partly cut.—Stands from which at least 10 percent of the 

volume of the original old-growth forest has been removed, 

but which are still characterized by residual old-growth 

trees. 

Second growth 2—Sawlog size, uncut.—Second-growth stands 

that contain at least 600 board feet per acre in second-growth 

trees of sawlog size (13 inches d. b. h. and larger) and from 

2 Tn each of the three second-growth conditions, residual 

old-growth timber commonly occurs, but not in sufficient 

quantity to characterize the area as old growth. 

which not over 10 percent of the volume in second-growth 

sawlog-size trees has been cut. 

Sawlog size, partly cut.—Second-growth stands from which 

more than 10 percent of the volume in second-growth saw- 

log-size trees has been cut, but which still contain at least 

400 board feet per acre in second-growth trees of this size 

(fig. 4). 

Under sawlog size.—Stands characterized by second-growth 

trees 1 inch or larger in diameter and in which the volume 

of second-growth saw timber is insufficient to permit classi- 

fication under the appropriate sawlog-size condition (fig. 5). 

Reproduction.—Areas of second growth not falling into any 

of the other conditions and bearing more than 80 seedlings 

per acre less than 1 inch d. b. h. Stands in this condition 
may contain an occasional sapling or residual tree of sawlog 

size. 

Clear-cut.—Forest land that does not bear sufficient forest 

growth to be classified in one of the preceding conditions. 

Stands in this condition, however, may contain an oc- 

casional sapling or residual tree of sawlog size. 

Nonproductive-—Forest areas that are monopolized by a 

forest growth of no economic value, such as buttonbush or 

privet. 

In classifying forest lands by type and condition, 

certain arbitrary policies were necessarily estab- 

lished. In general, the distinction between old- 

growth and second-growth stands has been based 

on the growth habits of trees in the stand rather 

than on their size. In some instances, where the 
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Ficure 3.—Old-growth uncut stand of the red gum-water oak type. The principal species are red gum, hackberry, bottom land red oak, and green ash 



growth rate of residual stands from cuttings made 

20 or more years ago had so accelerated that the 

stands had taken on the general characteristics of 

second growth, they were so classified, regardless of 

tree size. None of the cottonwood-willow type has 

been classed as old growth. Because this type usu- 

ally grows on new-made land on river banks, or on 

old fields, and usually passes through but one short 

rotation as a distinct type, it uniformly exhibits 

second-growth characteristics. For similar reasons, 

the hackberry-elm-ash type on new-made land 

and all types on abandoned clearings have always 

been classed as second growth, or reproduction. 

Table 5 classifies the forest area by forest type and 

forest condition. In interpreting this table, it must 

not be inferred that there is always a direct rela- 

tionship between the partly cut areas of a given 

type and the uncut areas of the same type. For 

example, it is not to be assumed that the 186,300 

acres of old-growth partly cut hackberry-elm-ash 

type was at one time uncut old growth of this same 

type. 

was originally in old-growth uncut red gum-water 

As a matter of fact, a large part of this area 

oak. Commercial cutting removed the red gum 

and part of the water oaks, leaving a stand in which 

hackberry, elm, and ash predominated. Similarly, 

part of* the 266,500 acres of old-growth partly cut 

overcup oak-bitter pecan type was at one time old- 

growth uncut red gum-water oak. 

Old-growth partly cut stands are of two distinct 

kinds—stands that have been lghtly cut, com- 

mercially speaking, and stands that have been sub- 

all timber suitable for the manufacture of lumber, 

cooperage, and veneer. A large part of the 709,000 

acres in the old-growth partly cut condition falls 

into this latter class. In most cases these stands 

are actually much less attractive to timber operators 

than the second-growth sawlog-size uncut stands 

of a similar mixture of species. 

In a general way, the area of old-growth uncut 

timber in any given type shown in table 5 reflects 

inversely the length of time the species in the type 

have been commercially important in the unit. 

The area in this condition in the mixed oak-mixed 

hardwood type is very small because since early 

days this type has been cut for its valuable white 

oak, ash, and hickory. Later, the commercial 

demand for cypress timber developed, reducing to 

approximately 15,000 acres the old-growth uncut 

condition in the cypress-tupelo type. Immediately 

following the World War, the red gum and water 

oaks, conspicuous in the red gum-water oak type, 

became of major commercial importance in this 

unit. Since these species are the most recent to 

bear the brunt of commercial exploitation, a rela- 

tively large area of uncut old growth remains in 

this type. Inasmuch as overcup oak and bitter 

pecan are still among the less desirable species, 

the old-growth uncut area in this type remains large. 

Less than 5 percent of the total forest area is in 

the reproduction and clear-cut conditions. This 

indicates that commercial cutting in the delta hard- 

woods is a selective process and that cut-over lands 

invariably have a residual stand that prevents 

jected to a full commercial cutting that removed their being classified as clear-cut areas. More than 

TABLE 5.—Distribution of total forest area by forest type and forest condition 

Overcup Cotton- 5 Mixed Pine- 
Z or Red gum- | Hackberry eae = Cypress- Water pived = 

Forest condition : a oak-bitter wood- fp oak-mixed hard- All types 
| water oak | elm-ash pecan ihe tupelo oak hardwood ond 

Old-growth: Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Percent 

Win@utise ee eon oes Seceenc Siac 117, 300 57, 300 369/400) | 22s 2 eee 14, 800 16, 300 2" 500M ase ee ase 577, 600 21.5 

Partly) CUts ioe == 222 oe oe naeene 104, 700 186, 300 266; 0008 eee oa seae 21, 000 74, 100 54, 700 1, 700 709, 000 26.5 

Second-growth sawlog size: 

MO nCU Glee e ee see ene a eo see 206, 700 76, 700 83, 900 120, 000 31, 700 48, 000 50, 600 10, 900 628, 500 23. 4 

Iban yiCUt sass eeeee eee eons 66, 000 21, 300 11, 800 9, 500 4, 400 28, 700 48, 000 5, 900 195, 600 7.3 

Second-growth under sawlog size___- 148, 500 60, 700 56, 000 57, 600 8, 000 27, 000 56, 500 6, 700 421, 000 15.7 

REPrOdUChIONe. 22.2222 =--aane eae 21, 100 1, 700 12, 000 1657003 |Haa ss eee |e oe 14, 300 1, 700 67, 500 2.5 

@lear-cutie..cs oss soe eee ee eee | Defy 1A O10) | ae 7, 600 3, 400 5, 900 800 20, 200 1, 700 57, 300 2 

INONDROGUCTIVGlo se aes eee ea | 22 oes coe eee 5, 100 11, 800 9e600i|| 222.0. Sees | Baee te oo oe | a ee 26, 200 i) 

Motalo mess sesecunarese sees ae 682, 000 404, 000 812, 300 219, 000 95, 100 194, 900 246, 800 28;'600')}) 2,682;;700) |/E-=-2--==— 

All conditions (percent) ------- 25. 4 Los} 30. 2 8.2 3.5 7.3 9. 2_| 0 eer eee 100. 0 

1 The sampling method used gave the areas shown: 

acres, for example, is known to be too small. 
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Estimates of small areas in the less common types and conditions may be in error; this 2,500 



one-third of the 57,300 acres of clear-cut condition 

is in the mixed oak-mixed hardwood type. This 

type is found almost entirely on the terrace, where 

small scattered individual farm ownerships abound. 

Here fuel-wood cuttings, grazing, and fires have 

caused a larger proportion of clear-cut land to be 

in this type than elsewhere in the unit. 

The nonproductive forest does not occur in large 

and continuous areas, but is in small islands scat- 

tered throughout the forest. Nonproductive areas 

in the overcup oak-bitter pecan type are commonly 

occupied by planer tree and privet; in the cypress- 

tupelo type, by buttonbush; and in the cottonwood- 

willow type, by malformed noncommercial willow. 

Tree Size-Class Distribution 

A general concept of the character of the hard- 

wood forest of the unit can best be obtained 
through a study of table 6 (for more detail see 

tables 18 and 19 in the appendix), which gives the 

number of trees, by diameter-class groups,’ in four 

forest conditions. Broadly speaking, the forest 

is made up of cull trees and good trees. Cull trees 

’ The survey recognizes 2-inch diameter classes; as for 

example, the 14-inch class whose limits are 13 and 14.9 
inches. 

F25€070 

Ficure 4.—Second-growth sawlog-size partly cut stand of the 

water-oak type. The large central tree is about to be felled 

Ficure 5.—Second-growth under sawlog-size stand of the red gum-water oak type 



can be further classified as sound and rotten. 

Sound culls are those trees which on account of 

form, crook, extreme limbiness, or other defect of 

sound trees do not now and in all probability will 

never produce one usable sawlog at least 12 feet 

long. Rotten cull trees are (1) sawlog-size trees 

containing 50 percent or more of their board-foot 

volume in logs culled because of rot, and (2) trees 

below sawlog size containing 50 percent or more of 

Good 

trees are all others; they are potentially usable saw 

their cubic-foot volume in rotten material. 

timber because they either now contain or can be 

expected eventually to contain material usable as 

common sawlogs. 

The figures in table 6 reflect the fact that com- 

mercial logging for the production of industrial 

lumber, cooperage, and veneer is a selective pro- 

cess, in which only a part of the trees of sawlog 

size are cut. This table shows an average of 11.8 

good trees per acre over 19 inches in diameter in 

the old-growth uncut condition, and 6.7 trees of 

the same size in the old-growth partly cut condi- 

tion. The difference of 5.1 trees in a general way 

represents the influence of cutting. 

Allowing for the fact that trees on the partly cut 

areas have grown since the cutting date, com- 

mercial logging probably removes only about 

half the good trees in and above the 20-inch diam- 

eter class. Cutting is still more selective in the 

smaller size classes. In the old-growth uncut 

condition 12.4 trees per acre are shown in the 14- 

to 18-inch diameter class, whereas 10.9 trees are 

found in the old-growth partly cut condition. 

Largely as a result of past fires and logging 

history in the north-Louisiana delta hardwood 

stands, cull trees generally make up one-fourth 
to one-third of the total number of trees in a given 

stand. Commercial cutting in these stands re- 

moves some of the good trees of sawlog size but 

leaves all (or nearly all) the cull trees. In prac- 

tically all forest conditions, rotten cull trees are 

more abundant than sound culls in and above the 

20-inch diameter class, whereas the sound culls are 

the more common in the smaller sizes. Consider- 

ing trees of sawlog size only, the second-growth 

sawlog-size stand has a relatively small proportion 

of cull trees. 

Commercial Forest 

For further descriptive purposes the total forest 

area has been subdivided into commercial and 

TABLE 6.—Average number of trees per acre, by forest condition and diameter-class group 

ee oe Ninos 2-4 inches, 6-12 inches, | 14-18 inches, | 20-28 inches, | 30-38 inches, | 40+ inches, All diame- 
Forest condition and tree class d. b. h. d. b. h. d. b. h. d. b. h. d. b. h. d.b. h. ters 

Old growth, uncut: Number Number Number Number Number Number Number 

Good 222 2 222 oie cen eee eee see 53. 7 30.8 12.4 9.1 De2, 0.5 108. 7 

Sound culle. = 2-.cecasecee-= 55-2 47.3 10. 0 1.8 -6 al (1) 59.8 

Rotten cull 2.2 1.3 .6 73) .6 all 5.6 

To taliee sases cee ee ae ee ee ere ee 103. 2 42.1 14.8 10.5 259 6 174.1 

Old growth, partly cut: 

O00 ess ous oe ee ee eee ae case eee 65. 3 29.6 10.9 5.9 7 1 112.5 

Sound! cules s sss tee see eee eae een scenes 33.7 1.3 1.9 () (1) 47.6 

IROULenY CU eae tenn ene ee eee Ae2) 5 9 Tl 4 ak One 

Motel a=22 222s e ees. cade sesese aces eases 100. 2 42.4 13.7 eli 1: 2 165. 3 

Second growth, sawlog size (uncut): 

GO0d aero sees ae ames OF ee ewe gaseee 76. 2 53.7 17.8 6.6 y .4 QC) 154.7 

Soundschllee sees eeet ee 38. 0 12. 1 1 yd pa oll () 52. 4 

Rotten cull heat) 1.8 8 atl ue 1 523 

TO tg] ee een Ses ee eee ere ane ee 115.9 67.6 20.3 7.8 7 1 212.4 

Second growth, under sawlog size: 

C0 (06 | EP cl st Pe ee ee 260. 9 48.4 3.4 1.0 2 () 313.9 

Soundicull Seee-2-seesa secs ss aes eee. 69.7 11.5 1.5 4 (1) (1) 83.1 

FUOULEI CU eae = ae ne een eee ee eee 1.8 2.2 Sie 25 2 () 5. 4 

Potala assess a ee ae nee ste oe eee 332. 4 62.1 5.6 1.9 4 () 402. 4 

1 Less than 0.1 tree per acre. 
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noncommercial areas. By a commercial forest 

area is meant one that supports a stand of adequate 

quality and volume per acre to warrant operation 

under ordinary circumstances for such products as 

industrial lumber, cooperage, or veneer; while 

noncommercial areas include all forest lands that 

do not meet these qualifications. Practically the 

whole of the Mississippi River Delta is accessible 

for logging during some season of the year. Most 

of it can be reached by trucks, thus making expen- 

sive logging improvements unnecessary. Further- 

more, plantation tenants, small farm owners, and 

independent woods workers throughout the Delta 

are usually eager to get part-time woods work or 

to take small contract-logging jobs. On account 

of the accessibility of timber and the availability 

of labor, operators in the north-Louisiana delta 

generally find it feasible to log areas bearing 1,000 

board feet or more per acre of high-grade material, 

by which is meant logs or bolts of the quality 

commonly accepted at full value on the open mar- 

ket by the lumber and cooperage industry. Mate- 

rial of this quality was recognized as such, regard- 

less of present commercial value of the species in 

which it occurred. ‘Thus it is possible to recognize 

high-grade material in such species as honeylocust, 

cedar elm, and bitter pecan, wherever the quality 

is equivalent to that accepted in commercial 

species in the open market at full scale and price. 

Accordingly, commercial forest area has been 

defined arbitrarily as any area that bears 1,000 

board feet or more per acre of high-grade material, 

regardless of species. 

It does not necessarily follow, however, that all 

areas bearing 1,000 board feet of high-grade ma- 

terial are now attractive to operators. A small part 

of the commercial forest area was so classified be- 

cause of high-grade material in species for which no 

well-developed market now exists. These areas 

presumably cannot be profitably logged under 

present market conditions. 

sional areas classed as commercial largely because of 

high-grade volume in such species as cedar elm, 

honeylocust, and bitter pecan are at present unat- 

tractive to commercial operators. On the other 

hand, a few cutting operations under particularly 

favorable conditions are actually under way on 

other areas that contain less than 1,000 board 

feet per acre of high-grade material. 

Although elsewhere in the South uncut old 

For example, occa- 

7 

growth is generally commercial, some old growth 

stands in the north-Louisiana delta are of such low 

quality that they cannot be classified as commercial 

forest. For example, only 13 percent of the uncut 

old-growth forest area in the overcup oak-bitter 

pecan type can be considered as commercial forest 

while about 20 percent of the total forest area bears 

commercial forests (complete figures in table 20). 

Only 34 percent of the total area in old-growth 

uncut timber can be classed as commercial forest 

because of the large proportion of the area that is 

in the overcup oak-bitter pecan type, while as 

much as 33 percent of the second-growth sawlog- 

size uncut stands can be classified as commercial. 

Of the total commercial area it is estimated that 

about 80 percent lies north of Jonesville and Ferri- 

day. Of the portion to the north, about 63 percent 

(or 50 percent of the total) is widely scattered in 

comparatively small isolated tracts, while the re- 

mainder (30 percent of the total), constituting the 

bulk of the virgin timber not in the overcup oak- 

bitter pecan type, is concentrated in large holdings 

in the Tensas River Basin in Tensas, Madison, and 

Franklin Parishes. 

Reproduction 

Bottom-land hardwood forests naturally repro- 

duce well, as is shown by the fact that of the total 

open area (clear-cut and reproduction) more than 

half has reproduced, and most if it well. Shade, 

grazing, and fire are the chief obstacles to success- 

Wherever reproduction 

is sparse or lacking, this condition can usually be 

traced to one or more of these three agencies. 

Vines and heavy undergrowth are also factors in 

ful natural reproduction. 

reproduction of tree species on cut-over areas. It 

might seem that this growth would interfere with 

tree reproduction, but in many instances it actually 

protects the small seedlings from grazing animals 

and possibly the soil from excessive drying. Since 

forests of this section are generally many aged, treesin 

the reproduction class—that is, trees less than 1 inch 

d. b. h.—are in most instances merely supplemental 

to the overstory of mature or immature forest. 

Since approximately 95 percent of the forest area 

in this unit supports an overstory, the reproduction 

was in general considered adequate (table 23). 

The quantity of reproduction within any forest 

condition is related to the forest type. Adequate 



reproduction, for example, is seldom found in the 

cypress-tupelo type. Areas bearing stands of cot- 

tonwood or willow, which are generally even aged, 

usually have less than the average quantity of re- 

production in sawlog-size stands and more than the 

average in stands below sawlog size. ‘The pine-hard- 

wood and mixed oak-mixed hardwood types have 

These 

two types are common in the farming country 

less than average in stands of all ‘sizes. 

on the terrace, where grazing, repeated cutting, 

and fire damage have reduced the stocking of 

reproduction. 

From the point of view of forest management, it is 

necessary to know not only whether reproduction 

can be obtained naturally, but also what species can 

be expected in the new crop. The oaks, particu- 

larly the water oaks, are important components of 

the incoming stand. Ash reproduces abundantly. 

Red gum, although it is scattered individually or in 

small groups throughout a number of forest types, 

seldom appears, except on old fields, as a major 

part of the reproduction stand. Although heavy 

stands of cypress were found on small areas scat- 

tered throughout the original bottom land-hard- 

wood forest, this species is not conspicuous in the 

present reproduction. Under certain conditions it 

reproduces well; but since the installation of mod- 

ern drainage improvements and levee systems, con- 

ditions favorable to natural reproduction of cypress 

no longer prevail in the Mississippi River bottom 

lands. Among the less important species commer- 

cially, persimmon and honeylocust reproduce plen- 

tifully on wet clay flats, in open grazed woods, and 

on sodded pastures. 

‘Too much emphasis must not be placed on the 

relative abundance of given species in the reproduc- 

tion stage. Some of the species which are more 

persistent against competition, such as red gum and 

the elms, are not conspicuous in this stage, but per- 

sist in the stand and increase in relative abundance. 

The ashes, in contrast, on account of their relative 

inability to endure shade, drop gradually from the 

stand and normally occur only as scattered individ- 

uals or groups in the mature forest. The net effect 

of these changes in species composition will prob- 

ably result in a forest that in general will be essen- 

tially similar to the original one except as deliberate 

management practices and artificial drainage may 

locally alter the composition. 
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Fire Damage 

Despite the widespread belief that the fire prob- 

lem is not important in the delta hardwoods, 80 

percent of the forest area shows evidence of having 

been burned over, and on more than 52 percent 

fire damage was apparent at the date of survey (sum- 

mary of area damaged, by types, table 24). The 

actual damaging effect of fire is certainly greater 

than these figures indicate, because nearly all of the 

field observations were made 1 or more years after 

the last fire. In the meantime, evidence of damage 

to reproduction and small trees could have been 

partially or wholly erased and the seriousness of the 

damage to larger trees partially obscured. Fire 

damage is more severe on partly cut than on uncut 

forest areas because logging slash adds to the fuel 

supply and therefore tends to increase the number 

and severity of fires. The relative importance of 

the fire damage on these areas, however, is usually 

exaggerated because the trees already most dam- 

aged by fire are nearly always left standing at the 

time of logging. 

The total board-foot volume lost annually on 

account of fire can never be determined accurately 

because it is impossible to ascertain definitely how 

much of the total cull volume in a given stand is 

due solely to fire damage. Board-foot volume lost 

by fire, as determined by the Forest Survey, has 

three component parts: (1) Rot er other defects 

traceable to fire and normally taken in logs to the 

sawmill or other wood-using plants; (2) fire cull 

left in the woods in the form of “‘long butts”’ or cull 

logs; and (3) trees that have become cull as a 

result of fire. The total board-foot volume of fire- 

cull material standing in the present forest is esti- 

mated to be 840 million board feet. Of this, 190 

million board feet is of such a kind that it will 

probably be taken in logs to the wood-using plants 
and there classed as mill cull. An additional 120 

million board feet will probably be left in the woods 

as culled sections of used trees. The remaining 530 

million board feet is the estimated volume of living 
trees that have become rotten-cull material as the 

result of fire. 

The volume of fire cull in the present stand, 

aggregating approximately 9 percent of the total 

net board-foot volume of good trees, constitutes a 

direct loss to the timber-land owner. The forest 
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has not, of course, sustained an annual loss of 9 

percent. Some of the rotten-cull trees may have 

been fire damaged as much as 25 years ago, devel- 

oping into their present rotten-cull state since that 

time. On the other hand, the annual loss is much 

more than one twenty-fifth of 9 percent, because 

many trees that have been fire-damaged during the 

past 25 years have rotted, died, and disappeared 

from the stand, and also because much of this loss 

has taken place over a considerably shorter period 

than 25 years. While the percentage of fire-cull 

volume cannot be determined exactly, it is con- 

siderable; and it can to a large extent be prevented. 

In 1934, no forest areas in the survey unit were 

under organized fire protection. 

Damage Due to Other Causes 

In addition to rot directly traceable to fire, there 

is a considerable amount of rot due to causes other 
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than fire. Still other timber losses are directly at- 

tributable to wind throw and wind breakage, log- 

Fire and 

rot, however, destroy incomparably more volume 

ging damage, lightning, and other causes. 

than all other agents combined. Hardwood trees 

are seldom, if ever, killed outright by insect attacks, 

and very little loss of timber volume is directly 

traceable to insect activity, although ambrosia 

beetles and other boring insects, some of which gain 

access to the tree through fire wounds, cause con- 

siderable loss in value through degrade of lumber 

and other commercial forest products. Also, con- 

centrated woodland grazing near farming areas 

tends to reduce the quality and quantity of repro- 

duction and may, in extreme cases, even eliminate 

it. Much of the forest land in the clear-cut con- 

dition is the result of elimination of reproduction 

by grazing, coupled with continuous cutting for 

local use. 
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HE volume estimate has been broken down 

into saw-timber volume expressed in board 

In addition, 

the total wood content exclusive of bark, including 

both saw timber and cordwood, is expressed in 

cubic feet. ‘The total volume, as shown in table 

7, is 9,162 million board feet plus 9.6 million cords.! 

feet and into cordwood volume. 

Board-Foot Volume 

The board-foot volume, of 9,162 million feet does 

not include volume in sound-cull or rotten-cull 

It does include the volume of all usable logs 

in good trees of sawlog size. Such trees are at 

least 13 inches d.b.h. (or at least 9 inches in pine) 

and contain at least one 12-foot usable log. A 

usable log is 10 inches or more in diameter at the 

small end in hardwood and 6 inches or more in 

pine; and at least 50 percent of its volume is suit- 

LLGES: 

able for the manufacture of lumber of commercial 

erades, low-grade structural material, low-grade 

box material, or railroad cross ties. 

The board-foot volume has been classified as 

High-grade 

hardwood material is contained in (1) lumber-mill 

logs and (2) other high-quality logs chiefly suit- 

high-grade and low-grade material. 

1 The total net volume of usable saw-timber material is 

9,162 million board feet as measured by the Scribner log 

rule; 7,776 million board feet by the Doyle log rule; or 

10,091 million board feet by the international one-quarter- 

inch log rule. The last closely approximates green lumber 

tally and more nearly represents the actual saw-timber 

volume than either of the other rules. In general, through- 

out this report, board-foot volumes will be expressed in 

Scribner log scale, but certain tables will carry volume in 

all three scales. The table showing the balance of growth 

and drain carries the international scale only. For a sum- 

mary of board-foot volumes of the different species by all 

three log rules, with a cubic-foot summary in both sawlog 

and smaller trees, see table 25. 
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able for the manufacture of cooperage and small 

dimension stock. Lumber-mill logs of all species 

are those at least 14 inches (12 inches in ash) in 

diameter that can be expected to yield at least 30 

percent or more of their volume in No. 1 common 

and better lumber. The average log in this class 

contains about 60 percent of its volume in this 

grade of lumber. Cooperage and small-dimension 

logs are 10 inches and over in diameter and of the 

same general quality as lumber-mill logs, but can- 

not be so classified because of their small diameter 

or excessive sweep. These small high-grade logs 

are suitable for industrial uses that require bolts or 

blocks rather than logs. High-grade material in 

cypress and pine includes the contents of all indi- 

vidual trees which will cut a minimum of 80 to 90 

percent of their volume in No. 2 common and bet- 

ter lumber, and which in addition will generally 

produce 5 percent or more of their volume in firsts 

and seconds, or B and better lumber. Low-grade 

logs of all species are those that do not meet the 

above qualifications. In all partly cut sawlog-size 

conditions the high-grade volume is largely made 

up either of species that do not at present have a 

well-established market or of small logs suitable 

for cooperage and small-dimension stock. 

Approximately 36 percent of the saw-timber vol- 

ume as measured by the Scribner log rule is in old- 

growth uncut condition, 24 percent is in old-growth 

partly cut, 31 percent in second-growth sawlog- 

size uncut, and 9 percent in the remaining second- 

growth and clear-cut conditions. 

Figure 6 shows the board-foot volume of timber 

on commercial and noncommerical forest land in 

each forest condition. Of the total net volume, 46 

percent, or 4,240 million board feet (Scribner), is 

found on commercial areas (table 7). Of this, ap- 

proximately 51 percent is high-grade. A relatively 



TasL_e 7.—Totcl net volume of good trees on forest areas, classified according to forest condition and species group 

BY FOREST CONDITION 

Volume on commercial areas Volume on noncommercial areas Total volume 

Forest condition and species group Saw timber (Scribner rule) Saw timber (Scribner rule) ; 

Saw timber 
Cordwood ! Cordwood ! (Seribner Cordwood ! 

In high- In low- In high- In low- rule) 
grade logs grade logs grade logs grade logs 

Old growth: M board feet | M board feet Cords M board feet | M board feet Cords M board feet Cords 
in CU Cees aes eine ess oe? 964, 800 878, 100 723, 800 61, 200 1, 401, 600 1, 116, 900 3, 305, 700 1, 840, 700: 

iParthyicutesess see == eas en 3?4, 800 347, 100 376, 600 102, 400 1, 454, 200 1, 654, 900 2, 228, 500 2, 031, 500: 

Second growth: 

Sawlog size: 

LOST G0 Rog ee 825, 900 778, 000 1, 020, 000 173, 300 1, 042, 200 2, 128, 200 2, 819, 400 3, 148, 200: 

antl yaCwt sees ae = eee 46, 300 75, 200 102, 100 33, 300 351, 800 720, 500 506, 600 822, 600 

Wm OSA WIOPIGIZG eee net ee oni ees eee aap ees ewes ccacllnececsad acces 25, 300 259, 800 1, 692, 500 285, 100 1, 692, 500 

eProduction=s=_ 9-2-2 22 _--2| 7, 100 15, 800 7,100 15, 800 

9, 700 24, 200 9, 700 24, 200 

300 3. 500 300 3, 509 

5 XO) 2 tae ee 2, 161, 800 2, 078, 400 2, 222, 500 395, 500 4, 526, 700 7, 356, 500 9, 162, 400 9, 579, 000 

BY SPECIES GROUP 

| 

Rec y gui teem ee ee Pe eae 543, 500 382, 600 313, 400 66, 300 360, 000 1, 007, 400 1, 352, 400 1, 320, 800 

Wiateroakstaetas tenor Outs oe 302, 800 442, 200 165, 300 33, 500 942, 700 697, 300 1, 721, 200 862, 600 

Red oaks____ 5, 000 10, S00 10/3000 |2 522-2 oe eee 26, 700 101, 600 42, 500 111, 900 

White oaks__ 12, 400 15, 900 19, 300 8, 400 62, 500 170, 200 99, 200 189, 500 

Overcup oak 101, 100 239, 000 108, 200 14, 700 1, 131, 700 562, 600 1, 486, 500 670, 800 

TENSOR 103, 600 79, 300 332, 700 67, 500 95, 800 687, 500 346, 200 1, 020, 200 

Cottonwood: eee wee ste. 232, 800 168, 900 73, 000 16, 500 111, 700 160, 700 529, 900 233, 700 

Wolo Wrreeartis baba oe ee 240, 400 197, 900 83, 600 15, 400 126, 400 285, 200 580, 100 368, 800 

EB amis, 2 eee tc Peet Se GAs 96, 100 145, 500 292, 800 48, 300 402, 200 906, 500 692, 100 1, 199, 300 

Mupeloyeumiss car weet a eT 103, 100 89, 600 77, 700 900 35, 300 44, 500 228, 900 122, 200 

Cy presshee aw rieka eh i ts 158, 100 16, 300 37, 200 37, 300 40, 000 70, 100 251, 700 107, 300 

i 107, 100 133, 100 157, 000 27, 200 779, 600 919, 700 1, 047, 000 1, 076, 700 

47, 900 28, 000 69, 900 18, 900 81, 300 238, 900 176, 100 308, 800 

52, 400 62, 500 289, 600 17, 100 166, 700 719, 700 298, 700 1, 009, 300 

8, 800 3, 600 3, 400 15, 900 10, 900 67, 100 39, 200 70, 500 

46, 700 63, 200 189, 100 7, 600 153, 200 717, 500 270, 700 906, 600 

ASO Gell See en tee gos ao 2, 161, 800 2, 078, 400 2, 222, 500 395, 500 4, 526, 700 7, 356, 500 9, 162, 400 9, 579, 000 

1 Cordwood volume of trees under sawlog size, which includes the wood and bark of the main stem to a usable top. 

Cordwood volume was calculated on a basis of 80 cubic feet per cord for hardwood species and 90 cubic 

Only woods eull was deducted from cordwood volume. 

never less than 4 inches and seldom more than 8. 

feet for pine and cypress. 

The minimum allowable top was 

2 Of the total elm volume, approximately 51 percent is cedar elm, 42 percent white elm, and 7 percent winged and red elm. 

3 Approximately 33 percent of this volume is black gum. 

4 Approximately 23 percent of this volume is hickory. 

small part of the total high-grade volume, less than 

400 million board feet, is found on noncommercial 

forest areas. 

Four species groups show total net volumes of 

more than 1 billion board feet each (fig. 7 and 

table 7). Water oaks lead with almost 1% billion 

board feet, overcup oak is second, and red gum and 

bitter pecan follow in order. Of the total volume 

of 9 billion board feet, 28 percent is in high-grade 

logs. This volume of high-grade material is dis- 

tributed among the species as shown in figure 7, 
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Considering total board-foot volumes by species on 

commercial forest areas, red gum leads with over 

900 million board feet. The water oaks, willow, 

cottonwood, overcup oak, and elms follow in order, 

Cordwood Volume 

In addition to saw-timber volume, living trees, 

both sound and cull, contain approximately 31 

million standard cords (4 by 4 by 8 feet) of sound 

wood not suitable for saw timber. ‘This cordwood 



volume includes bark and is classified as follows:? 

Stem wood of good trees under sawlog size Cords 

((tablew/) pace nee rats eet mee eee ene 9, 579, 000 

Tops and limbs of good trees of sawlog size... . 15, 512, 500 

Stems, tops, and limbs of sound cull trees.... 5, 000, 000 

Sound portion of stems, tops, and limbs of rot- 

TOTIEGU Lstree Street rater eee ene 875, 000 

otal ye racce si) sane Sate Gee ee eae 30, 966, 500 

FOREST 
CONDITION 

Old growth 
Uncut_---_. 

Portly cut--~ 

> Soulog sire | 
Uncut.-.--- 

Partly cut__ 

Under sawlog size 

Reproduction_____ GR commercial forest areas 

Ey woncommercial forest areas Glenrechte === 

i) 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 

MILLION BOARD FEET (SCRIBNER) 

Ficure 6.—WNet board-foot volumes on commercial and noncom- 

mercial forest areas in the different forest conditions 

The cordwood volume in trees under sawlog size 

does not include the volume of limb wood. In 

sawlog-size trees the volume includes that portion 

of the main stem above the usable sawlog limit de- 

fined on page 20 and also the volume of all hard- 

wood limb wood over 4 inches in diameter. In 

sound cull trees, the volume includes the total vol- 

ume of all stem wood in trees over 5 inches and 

In rotten cull 

trees the volume includes all sound stem wood in 

trees over 5 inches and limb wood in trees of saw- 

limb wood in trees of sawlog size. 

log size. 

PULPWOOD AND CHEMICAL-WOOD VOLUMES 

Although the volume of wood now being manu- 

factured into pulp is limited to small quantities of 

pine and cottonwood (converted into kraft paper 

and fiberboard, respectively), a large supply of 

pulpwood is available in the unit. Table 8 shows 

that there are 10 million cords in stems of pulping 

hardwoods and pines. This table is a conversion 

2 Estimates as given here, of cordwood volume in tops and 
limbs of sawlog-size trees and in the sound portion of cull 

trees are only approximate. 

to i) 

into cords of the total stem-wood volume of the 

stand, including saw timber already covered in 

other tables. It does not include material in tops 
of sawlog-size trees or in sound and rotten cull trees. 

SPECIES 
GROUP 

Red aum_____ 

| SBD High- grode logs 

} | ZZ Low- grade logs 

eek 
Cine See 

a 

E 
a Miscellaneous_ 

fe} 500 1,000 1500 2000 
MILLION BOARD FEET  (SCRIBNER) 

Ficure 7.—Vet board-foot volumes, classified according to loz 

grade and species group 

The figures in table 8 include the volume of saw 

timber and cordwood shown in table 7 classified in 

cords on the basis of adaptability for pulping proc- 

In addition to this volume, there is in the 

survey unit approximately 7 million cords (one- 

third of the 21 million cords listed on above) in tops 

of good trees of sawlog size, sound cull trees, and 

sound parts of rotten cull trees of pulping species. 

On account of crook, crotch, and general form, 

ESSES. 

however, it is impracticable to work up all of this 

material for pulpwood. 

Cottonwood and willow are at present the most 

economically available for pulping because both 

occur in relatively heavy pure stands and, except 

for most of such willow as occurs in swamps, are 

nearly always accessible to water transportation. 

The other pulping hardwoods are widely distributed 

throughout the unit mixed with nonpulping species. 



Tas_e 8.—WNet cordwood volume 1 in stems of good trees classified according to species group and diameter-class group 

Species group 

(CO HiOTAN TOO an et a ra ga 

IVVall Ores eee ame eR EE he ee BBs ec cae tlaceenkeesed | 
9 Othempiullpin carga woodS2ee =: «— so- eee we ese = eee ee ee ee 

6-12inches | 14-18inches | 20+ inches All diameters 

Cords Cords Cords Cords | Percent 
233, 700 449, 200 844, 600 1, £27, 500 4.4 

368, 800 703, 400 906, 600 1, 978, 800 5.7 

1, 660, 300 1, 819, 100 3, 014, 500 6, 493, 900 18.9 

134, 400 31, 000 7, 800 173, 200 = 

2, 397, 200 3, 002, 700 4, 773, 500 10, 173, 400 29.5 

7, 153, 600 6, 512, 800 10, 667, 000 24, 333, 400 70.5 
eee |= Ss a 

39, 550, 800 9, 515, 500 15, 440, 500 34,506,800 |--------2- == 

PAR 27.6 CY fo (ee eS 100. 0 

1 Volume includes bark to approximately a 4-inch top for under sawlog-size trees, and to a sawlog top for sawlog-size trees. 

2 Red gum, tupelo gum, black gum, maple, boxelder, and cypress. 

3 The difference between this figure and the cordwood volume in stem wood of good trees under sawlog size shown in table 7 and elsewhere is due to the 

fact that in those instances the total volume of persimmon, regardless of tree size, has been included in the cordwood volume. 

Of nonpulping species, there is, in addition to the 

more than 24 million cords in stems of good trees, 

the remaining 14 million cords in tops of good trees 

of sawlog size, sound cull trees, and the sound parts 

of rotten cull trees. Of the aggregate volume of 

nonpulping material, 80 to 90 percent is in kinds of 

wood generally considered suitable for destructive 

distillation; but a large part of this is in overcup 

oak, bitter pecan, and other species of low or unde- 

termined value for this purpose. 

VOLUME OF WOOD FOR HANDLES AND 

SPECIALTIES 

Table 9 reclassifies that portion of the volume of 

certain species (table 7) that is suitable for manu- 

facture into handles and athletic goods. In 

general, trees of these species occur singly or in 

TABLE 9.—WNet volume of material suitable for handles and athletic 

goods 

|Trees 9-12.9| Trees13 | : F 
Species | inches | inches and | oul ees Panches and 

eedsibeh. joverid.:b./h. oka 

Cords Cords | Cords Percent 
iRersimmone 2: = sa 149, 260 131, 000 | 280, 200 25.8 

BANS elise Uperos tea ee 256, 600 514, 9C0 | 771, 500 71.1 

TECK Ons oes ade 14, 000 19, 100 | 33, 100 3.1 

ovale aera 1419, 800 | 2.665,000 | 1,084, 800 100. 0 

1 38.7 percent of total. 

261.3 Percent ef total. 

Pp Go 

small patches throughout the forest. For this use 

high-grade logs or bolts are required; but if of ash 

and hickory, they may be as small as 8 inches, and 

if of persimmon, 6 inches in diameter. No 

attempt was made to classify ash on the basis of 

texture. Although it is thought that the ash will 

run largely to firm or better, a considerable volume 

is known to be brash. Neither has an attempt been 

made to classify the persimmon on the basis of 

width of sapwood. 

Cubic-Foot Volume 

The figures for cubic-foot volume cover the total 

sound content (inside bark) of all live trees, in- 

cluding hardwood tops and limbs larger than 4 

inches in diameter. This volume, therefore, com- 

prises the classes of material covered in the cord- 

wood estimate plus the cubic volume of good trees 

of sawlog size. This total cubic volume is as 

follows: 
Million cubic 
feet (inside 

bark) 

Stem wood of good trees (both sawlog size and 

uncleriSawlOg (SIZE)... cee este odie eustersiet enes 2, 360.0 

Top wood of good trees of sawlog size, including 

ural Slap cote 2n2he papey etre ch euateas (a cusp su-ntitan seeker ticeeoneenes 994.4 
Stems, tops, and limbs of sound cull trees... ... 334.4 

Sound portion of stems, tops, and limbs of rotten 

oulllitueesturastars . cunisre cede cceeecsenus he eregnenoreas 52.4 

3, 747.9 
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Timber Increment 

> Ss 
URRENT net increment, as considered in corresponding cubic-foot loss is equal to approxi- 

this report, is the difference between the net mately 85 percent of the net cubic-foot increment. 

volume of live good trees standing in the unit 

January 1, 1934, and the corresponding volume Board-Foot Increment 

that, according to Forest Survey estimates, would 

have been standing on January 1, 1935, if there had Board-foot increment comprises two elements 

been no volume removed in cutting during the year. (1) the growth on trees already of sawlog size and 

It is the increase over and above the volume lost (2) the total board-foot volume of trees coming into 

through natural mortality. The board-foot loss sawlog size during the year. ‘This increment is ex- 

through natural mortality is equal to approximately pressed in net woods scale, that is, the gross scale of 

four-fifths of the net board-foot increment and the usable sawlogs. It is based on good trees only, and 

TasrE 10.—Total woods net annual increment (Scribner log scale) 1 classified according to forest condition 

| 

Increment? in trees | Increment in trees . 
remaining under growing into sawlog EncrenenL ee of Total increment 
sawlog size size ii BS 

Forest condition — 

Com- Noncom- Com- Noncom- Com- Noncom- Com- Noncom- 
mercial mercial mercial mercial mercial mercial mercial mercial All areas 
area 3 area area 3 area area 3 area, area 3 area 

Old growth: Cords Cords M beard feet | M board feet | Mboard feed | M board feet | Mf board feet | M board feet | M board feet 

(Gt cies eee ae ee ee 12, 280 4, 460 4, 100 8, 810 7,490 2, 020 11, 590 10, 830 22, 420 

Pantivicitecsses sess see seen ee —40 9, 400 2, 050 12, 070 10, 680 590 12, 730 12, 660 25, 390 

E10 al] eee are es eee rere 12, 240 13, 860 6, 150 20, 880 18, 170 2, 610 24, 320 23, 490 47, 810 

Second growth: 

Sawlog.size.....--=.--.222.22--. —48, 260 1, 240 9, 260 30, 920 98, 880 870 108, 140 31, 790 139, 930 

Under sawlog size... 2. -2-. 2225.) aceen-sece DITTO! ee a secace 257810) |boeeeasee == —2,930 |_----------- 22, 880 22, 880 

LA To} 1 lager 228 ees ee ee —48, 260 22, 410 9, 260 56, 730 98, 880 — 2,060 108, 140 54, 670 162, 810 

Clear-cut and reproduction___________]_-__--__-___- ACbSO0iesn sense UU) | ee we 40 plessees ose ss 250 250 
| ce 

Aliiconditions:«. 2 ce.--5-2----- 4 —36, 020 40, 850 15, 410 77, 720 117, 050 650 132, 460 78, 410 210, 870 

1 Increment figures are based on the assumption that no cutting takes place. 

2 This volume increment includes the annual growth on trees 5 inches and larger in diameter, but under sawlog size, plus the volume (in cords) of trees 

that during the year move into the 6-inch diameter class. 

3 The annual increment on commercial forest areas includes not only the increment on areas that were commercial forest at the beginning of the year, 

but also the total timber volume added on commercial forest areas through the movement of areas from the noncommercial to commercial class asa result 

ofl year’sgrowth. Negative board-foot increment on noncommercial forest indicates (1) that the volumes on areas moving from the noncommercial to the 

commercial class were greater than the increment on areas remaining in the noncommercial class, and (2) that the mortality in residual stands is heavy. 

4 Negative annual cord-volume increments of trees under sawlog size may mean one of two things (or both): (1) Either the volume of trees moving from 

under sawlog size to sawlog size is greater than the increment in cords of the trees that were under sawlog size at the beginning of the year (see footnote 2); 

er (2) the volume in cords on areas moving from the noncommercial to the commercial class is greater than the increment on areas that remain in the 

noncommercial class. 
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from these trees excludes woods cull, that is, those 

rotten, crooked, and crotched stem sections which 

ordinarily are left in the woods. It does, however, 

include such cull as shake, sweep, and rot that is 

ordinarily taken to the sawmill. 

On the basis of the net woods scale, the total 1934 

increment was nearly 211 million board feet, 

Scribner rule (table 10). Of this total, 93 million 

board feet or approximately 44 percent is accounted 

for by the volume of small trees becoming of sawlog 

size during the year. A substantial part of the 

remainder grew on trees that were in the 14- to 

18-inch diameter classes at the beginning of the 

Nearly 66 percent of the total increment was 

on the second-growth sawlog-size areas, while only 

year. 

10 percent was on the old-growth uncut area. 

Nearly 63 percent, or 132% million board feet, 

This includes 

the total volume on areas which entered the com- 

mercial classification during the year as a result of 

increases in volume and improvement in quality 

of the trees. 

Table 11 shows the average annual increment per 

acre in 1934 on commercial and noncommercial 

The weight- 

ed average increment expressed in net woods scale 

occurred on commercial forest areas. 

areas in the various forest conditions. 

for all types and conditions in the entire forest area 

was 78.6 board feet per acre; the average annual 

increment for the overcup oak-bitter pecan type, 

where growth conditions are generally the least 

favorable, amounted to only 42.5 board feet per acre. 

The board-foot increment per acre is substan- 

tially greater in the second-growth sawlog-size con- 

dition than in any other forest condition. In 

second-growth, sawlog-size stands the annual in- 

crement per acre on commercial areas is half again 

as large as that on noncommercial areas. By con- 

trast, in old-growth uncut stands the annual incre- 

ment per acre on commercial areas is about one- 

third of that on noncommercial areas. ‘This large 

difference between old-growth and second-growth 

stands is chiefly due to the preponderance of over- 

ripe, decadent timber in the former, whereas the 

difference in the rate of growth on commercial and 

noncommercial areas of similar condition is largely 

due to differences in stocking. 
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Tasie 11.—Woods net annual increment! per acre classified 

according to forest condition and general type group 

aoe yvercup 
Forest condition et ed Paolo: ||) ARIE Bee 

pecan 

— | — saonere 

Board | Cubic | Board | Cubic | Board | Cubic 
Commercial area: feet feet feet feet | feet feet 

Old growth, uncut__._| 17.2 (65) 20. 1 6.6 17.9 7.3 

Old growth, partly 

Culm ene 4.4 6.5 5.4 3.0) 46] 5.9 
Second growth, saw- | 

log size_____________] 236.9 | 39.9 | 130.6 | 20.0 | 233.7 | 39.3 
Noncommercial area: | 

Old growth, uncut---_} 47.5 13.0 50. 3 9.5 49.9 | 10. 0 

Old growth, partly | 

CU es ee eee ee 51.0 | 11.5] 29.5 5.4 | 42.0 | 8.9 

Second growth, saw- | 

Woo Sizes oes eee 153.1 26. 7 69.8 18.6 | 140.5 | 25. 5 

Second growth, under | 

sawlog size_.-..-___.| 61.1] 262] 520] 99] 599] 240 
Clear-cut and repro- 

Guction==s2s- 22s -- 2.2 2.0 |2—1.1 OD | 1a7 | 1.6 

All conditions... __- 94.3 | 20.7] 42.5] 87] 786] 17.1 

1 The increments per acre represent the difference between the average 

volume per acre in the given forest type and condition at the beginning 

and end of the growing season. Natural mortality is accounted for, but 

not cutting. Board-foot volumes are Scribner log scale. Cubic-foot 

increment represents the growth of sound stem wood, excluding bark; in 

good trees at least 5 inches in diameter, plus the total volume of small 

trees growing up to and exceeding this diameter during the year. 

2 Includes all types mentioned in table 5 except overcup oak-bitter 

pecan. 

3 Negative increments occur where the volume lost to the stand through 

natural mortality is greater than the annual increment. 

Cordwooa Increment 

In addition to the saw-timber increment, there 

are approximately 419,000 cords of annual incre- 

ment in material suitable for cordwood only. ‘The 

composition of this total cordwood increment is as 

follows, the last three items being approximations 

only: 
Cords 

Stem wood of good trees under sawlog size...... 5, 000 

Top wood of good trees of sawlog size... ....... 300, 000 

Stems and tops of sound cull trees............. 97, 000 

Sound portion of stems and tops of rotten cull 

ERE CSetrame scent Ne oeercre ek msueag auonelts dahanexcunonstedsaavorenstteme 17, 000 

pio tall ete epee es) sae seein ates ey haec ne cee Ree 419, 000 

The cordwood increment of good trees under 

sawlog size is surprisingly small because of the 

large proportion of them which move into sawlog 

SIZE, 



Cubic-Foot Increment 

The cubic foot is a unit of measurement appli- 

cable to all the material in the forest. The aggre- 

gate net cubic-volume increment (excluding bark) 

for 1934 is approximately 71 million cubic feet, 

made up as follows: 
Million 

cubic feet 

(without 

bark) 
Stem wood of good trees (both sawlog size and under 

Sa W1OOESIZ.C) eet ee ne eee ee 44. 83 

Top wood of good trees of sawlog size (including 

irmtbS) e veeeeac so uevac eect ates fuses coieate ke Garusrensee 18.89 

Stems and tops of sound cull trees................ 6.36 

Sound portion of stems and tops of rotten cull trees... 1.12 

Dotalls 2 2 craternstnvce stars ease esas Seeececutiets, op nce ears 71.20 

Considering the forest as a whole, the average 

net annual increment per acre in stem wood of 

good trees is 17.1 cubic feet. ‘This average incre- 

ment varies on commercial areas between approxi- 

mately 6 cubic feet per acre in the old-growth, 

partly cut condition and 39 cubic feet in the second- 

On the noncom- 

mercial areas the cubic-foot increments are some- 

what greater in the old-growth condition and 

somewhat less in the second-growth condition. 

growth, sawlog-size condition. 

Again considering the forest as a whole, the aver- 

age net cubic-foot increment per acre of sound 

material in stem wood, top wood, and sound and 

rotten cull trees is approximately 27 cubic feet. 

This average growth per acre is low because of (1) 

large areas of slow-growing, overmature, old- 

growth timber; (2) prevalence of understocked 

stands; (3) an unusually large proportion of slow- 

growing species such as overcup oak, bitter pecan, 

cedar elm, and hackberry; and (4) a large number 

of relatively nenproductive sound and rotten cull 

trees. Under even a very simple system of forest 

management these conditions could be improved 

and the average cubic-foot increment increased. 

Diameter Growth 

The current rate of diameter increase was 

measured on approximately 4,000 trees of all 

species uniformly scattered throughout the unit. 

Table 12 gives the average 10-year increase in 
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diameter for important species groups and diam- 

eter-class groups, with a summary by different 

forest conditions. Although the average 10-year 

diameter increase for all species and conditions is 

in the neighborhood of 2 inches, individual species 

vary considerably from this average. Cottonwood, 

willow, red oaks, and water oaks grow conspicu- 

ously faster than the average; while overcup oak, 

elms (due chiefly to the large proportion of cedar 

elm), black gum, bitter pecan, hickory, and hack- 

berry are notably slow growers. 

Table 12 furnishes a basis for an approximate 

estimation of the diameter growth to be expected 

in any southern bottom-land hardwood forest, the 

composition of which is known by conditions, 

species, and sizes. 

TABLE 12.—Average diameter growth in 10 years of the verious 

species groups and diameter-class groups 

Growth in diameter-class 
group of— 

Species group and forest condition 

6-12 | 14-18 | 20-28 | 30+ 
| inches | inches | inches | inches 

| Inches | Inches | Inches | Inches 

Red igure see on eee ee eee We. 2h. 2.18) |) 22502 1.49 

WiaterOa sie 22-2 oe= coos eee eee 2.57]. 3.14] 2.80 2.09 
RCC OA ks een ee eee eee | 3.62 3.05 | 3.93 1.70 

White oaks__2.._.......-..---------- | 2:35, a92"l rae 70109 11-80 
OVerci pioakca== == ee ee ee | P52 IAL Wr SIR YE 135 

Ashi ane Ase 22 Ween erated 52 ne | 15.52)\|2 eQa0R8| Wedd 1.16 
Cottonwo00de 222 see ee eee eee 4.34 peels se hhy!) 3.18 

MAGLI ONV Se Seems 2 ee eee 2. 84 4.18 | 3.65 2. 85 

TBs’ <2 ed ee 1.48] 1.59] 1.62 2. 21 
Mipelo; cue see ee ees ZB 262: 24 20 ee eee 

IB ache eee 1.44 1.80] 1.57 | 1.98 

GyipleSSis eae ee eee eee eal 2-01 |) 2:23 - 90 

Bitter pecan_____- Pose A Bee ges ol 1. 45 1546))) 1553 1.70 

AES Ch OT Vs eee ee eee ee 1.68] 1.33 00) | See ee ee 

meweebi pecans 5220222227 ae ee 1.92 Paws 2.08 | 2. 25 

TE ack: bent Vases eases a ee 1.57 1.55 i147, || pee oe 
Pin@u 2 so22  susee cases aoeeer 2: see 2. 38 2. 80 BOO} ee eeee 

arsimm On esses eee eee 1.48 ‘23h 28030) See 
Red maple and boxelder____________- | 1.57 Rd ea PP 3. 20 

Othershardwoo0dSs= 22223222222 ae | 2.48 2. 23%4|\ 92 2:00 2. 27 
| | 
} 

Weighted average_____________- 1.90 215| 2.04 Land 

Summary by forest conditions: | 

Old growth, uncut_.____________- | 1.49] 1.45] 1.42 1. 64 
Old growth, partly cut-_________- 1. 68 1 75h) i 19 1. 86 

Second growth: | 

Sawlog size: | 

Uncutsesseen sa aseeesnan | 1.89] 2.64/ 3.00 2.35 
Parthyicute sss ees aoe ene 2.79 | 2.58 2. 80 

Under sawlog size__________- 2555: 23 i ewes 1. 84 

Weighted average_.__________ 1.90 2.15 | 2.04 | rid 
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Forest Products Industries 

>> 

N 1934 the north-Louisiana delta supported 59 

forest industrial plants within its boundaries 

(fig. 8). Of these, 40 were sawmills. Of the 

19 other wood-products plants, 10 produced tight- 

cooperage stock, 3 produced slack-cooperage stock, 

2 were veneer mills, 2 were small shingle mills, 1 was 

a pulp mill, and 1 a specialty plant. In addition, 4 

sawmills, 3 veneer plants, 1 slack-cooperage plant, 

and 1 specialty plant located outside the survey 

unit were supported in part during 1934 by timber 

cut within the unit. Also, 9 sawmills, 4 slack-stave 

mills, 3 veneer plants, and 1 pulp mill lying still 

farther away and not shown in figure 8 drew some 

raw materials from the forests of the unit. 

Lumber Industry 

At the sawmills two distinct general classes of 

hardwood products are manufactured—industrial 

lumber and structural material. The former is 

lumber produced and marketed under standard 

grades which express the relative utility of the raw 

material for manufacturing industries, particularly 

for the manufacture of furniture, fixtures, vehicles, 

flooring, millwork, and implements. Hardwood 

sawmills, producing industrial lumber principally 

are in general of medium size to large (at least 

15,000 to 20,000 feet capacity per day). They 

are usually band mills equipped to produce well- 

manufactured, rough, air-dried lumber. Since the 

manufacturing industries have always done a ma- 

jor part of their own kiln-drying, resawing, and 

surfacing, only a smal] part of the total production 

of industrial lumber is subjected to these processes 

at the sawmill. 

Hardwood structural material is chiefly of two 

types: (1) Heavy railroad material, including cross 

ties, car stock, and dock and bridge stock; and (2) 

common light structural lumber for local and neigh- 

Ke 

borhood use. Hardwood sawmills producing struc- 

tural material chiefly are usually of medium size to 

small (less than 15,000 to 20,000 feet daily capac- 

ity). They are commonly circular mills and do not 

have the facilities necessary for the proper edging, 

trimming, and yarding of their entire output. 
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Ficure 8.—Forest industries and transportation systems in the 

north-Lowsiana delta 



Tasie 13.—Production and employment data in the lumber industry, 1934 } 

F : : : 1 1| Mill produc- | Mill loy- r i = 
Daily mill capacity (M board feet) Mills eee : non a : eeee °Y- | Woods cut wee 

Number M board feet | AL board feet Man-days M board feet Man-days 
[= Vee Ea Oe Se OE ee ee Se eed 9 2, 600 500 800 500 700 

Ci! ae eee a ep eR IE te a ae 13 11, 000 1, 100 1, 700 1, 100 1, 400 

a0 fe ep no eee I ne ee rea eens hartge 4 11, 000 1, 400 2,100 1, 700 1, 900 

DEO ree a 8 ee a Se TE ee ee 5 48, 400 11, 600 24, 100 16, 300 23, 200 

AQ=(OE Sa Soke at es LT RE ee REE ee we 9 160, 700 59, 400 125, 400 88, 400 114, 000 

Totalee acco nen aoe ee ee See ee ae Ree tee BR 40 233, 700 74, 000 154, 100 108, 000 141, 200 

1 Based on a 10-hour operating day and net log scale (Doyle) at the mill, according to commercial scaling practice. Nomillsof 80M board feet capacity 

or larger. 

The hardwood sawmills of the United States 

produce mostly industrial lumber. The relative 

importance of the two classes of products, however, 

varies greatly with the locality. Mills producing 

chiefly industrial lumber tend to move into areas 

having sufficient timber of high quality—yielding 

at least an average of 50 to 60 percent No. 1 com- 

mon or better lumber—to warrant operation. ‘This 

survey unit contains perhaps more uncut old- 

growth hardwood timber than any other equal 

area in the United States, which accounts for the 

fact that over 95 percent of the material produced 

in the sawmills of the unit is from industrial lumber 

mills. 

The 74 million board feet* of logs manufactured 

into lumber in 1934 (table 13) by the 40 sawmills 

(including a very small volume of pine lumber) was 

approximately 30 percent of the rated plant capac- 

ity. Nearly all of the logs from which this lumber 

was cut came from the forests of the north-Louisiana 

delta. The 154,000 man-days of mill labor re- 

quired to produce the lumber, on a basis of 200 

working days per year, represented full-time 

employment for about 770 men. As a matter of 

fact, owing to the amount of part-time employment 

in a number of the smaller mills, a larger number 

of individuals were actually employed. The item 

of mill labor includes labor in the mill proper, in the 

office, and in the yard and loading. 

The difference between the 108 million board 

feet of logs (Doyle scale) actually removed from the 

forests of the unit for lumber production in 1934 

and the 74 million board feet of sawmill production 

1 Net Doyle log scale. Throughout the discussion of 

forest-products industries the Doyle log scale is used because 

it is the one used by operators in this territory. Further- 

more, practically all forest-production statistics for the delta 

hardwoods are shown in this scale. 
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represents approximately the volume of logs cut 

from the forests of the unit and shipped to sawmills 

elsewhere. The 141,000 man-days of woods labor 

required to produce this total volume of logs was 

equivalent to full-time employment for over 700 

men. ‘‘Woods employment” covers all steps in the 

operation from the stump to delivery at the saw- 
mill, except common-carrier service. 

Lumber-mill labor in this unit is supplied by full- 

time professional sawmill workers plus a small pro- 

portion of transient common labor. Woods labor is 

also largely supplied by full-time professional woods 

workers. With the development of truck logging, 

however, an increasing proportion of the logging 

work is done by part-time contractors, who may 

alternate between logging and other forms of 

public work. 

In the Mississippi River Delta conditions are 

favorable for logging all year except for 3 to 5 

months during the season of winter rains. Even 

during the winter, logging is possible on the better 

drained, more accessible situations. 

Until recently, mule teams and _ eight-wheel 

wagons were commonly used to transport logs from 

the stump to the railroads, and in some few cases, 

directly to the sawmill. Since 1925, motortrucks 

have become very important in moving logs from 

the woods to the common carrier and in many 

cases directly to the mill, thus often supplanting 

both the logging railroads and, under favorable 

conditions, the eight-wheel wagons. Although 

mules still serve for bunching and: loading, tractors 

are now being successfully introduced to replace 

the mules, and caterpillar-tread wagons are now 

beginning to supplant the eight-wheel wagons. 

Since early times there has been and probably 

there always will be some rafting and barging of 

logs on the principal streams; and much of the 



Ficure 9.—Log yard of an industrial! umber mill, showing the general class of logs removed from old-growth timber. 

volume of logs moved out of the unit is transported 

in this way. Logs are generally moved to the 

riverbanks by the same means used in moving logs 

to the common carrier. Once on the river, they 

may be rafted or barged as far as 100 to 150 miles 

to the mill. 

In general, industrial lumber mills do not cut 

trees smaller than 18 to 20 inches in diameter (fig. 

9). Only the higher quality trees of the standard 
commercial species are cut in the diameter classes 

between 20 and 28 inches. In trees more than 30 

inches in diameter, practically all clean, sound 

stems of the more valuable species are cut, while in 

the less desirable species only the very best trees 

arecut. At worst, this kind of partial cutting leaves 

the woods in a satisfactory condition for reproduc- 

tion; more often industrial lumber-mill cuttings 

leave a partial stand of thrifty young sawlog-size 

trees, which in 15 to 25 years will grow into size 

and quality that will justify a second cut for indus- 

trial lumber. 

Nonlumber Industries 

Although the other forest industries used only 

about 60 percent as much wood from the forests of 

the unit as the lumber industry, they supplied more 
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than half again as much employment. Further- 

more, these nonlumber industries are particularly 

significant because of the likelihood of their expan- 

sion as stands cut over in lumber production be- 

come available for stave cuttings, veneer cuttings, 

etc. Table 14 shows the production and employ- 

ment of the nonlumber industries. 

The nonlumber industries supplied more than 

450,000 man-days of labor in the woods and 

mill in 1934. On the basis of 200 working 

days per year, these industries provided the 

equivalent of full-time employment for about 2,250 

persons. 

It is estimated that a gross volume of about 

270,000 cords of wood is drawn from the forest for 

fuel and other home uses. Probably not more than 

10 percent of this enters into trade, but its produc- 

tion and use are nevertheless important factors in 

the local economic life of the people. The material 

thus obtained, without cash outlay and without 

interference in normal gainful employment, is a 

substitute for material that would otherwise have 

to be purchased. One way of expressing the im- 

portance of this material is in terms of the labor 

necessary in its cutting and transportation; for the 

unit as a whole this amounts to approximately 

350,000 to 400,000 man-days. 



Tasie 14.—Production and employment data in the nonlumber 

industries in 1934 1 

Material pro- | Plants ped ee gL ve _| Woods ees 
duced inunit| ca- BOGE SH Oy cut ploy- 

pacity ment 

Man- Man- 
Tight-cooperage | Number| Cords | Cords day Cords day 

SLOCKiSseeene = =e 10 | 62,900 | 40, 600 57, 200 40, 600 49, 300 

Slack-cooperage 

Stock seeessees 20, 000 | 13, 300 26, 500 23, 100 21, 200 

Rul peeeeee see 1 () (5) (3) 2, 400 2, 400 

M M M 
board board board 
feet feet feet 

Rotary veneer_--- 2 9, 000 4, 800 33, 600 14, 700 19, 900 

Specialties______-- 1 (5) (8) (5) 4, 000 7, 200 

Export logs and 

Staves. = 2 =e a) ese ee es eee | ee 1, 500 4, 660 

Shingles_._______- 2 400 100 ‘5008 Baeesrene 200 

Pieces 

@rossitiestesss 2. |peeeeore per ensen| cece cee ae eee 167, 900 20, 000 

oles;andspilesie:=|Sseeces.|Sosessea| soe sce |eseoen == 1, 300 400 

Totalo2222 == 19 oon Foose se 6330),700' -/--2-_ =. 125, 200 

1 Board-foot measure is Doyle log seale, net, according to commercial 

sealing practice. The standard cord is 4 by 4 by 8 feet including bark. 

Man-days are 10 hours. 

2 Includes only employment afforded by primary production; does not 

include employment in secondary manufacture such as Stave finishing, 

millwork, furniture, box, plywood, and container manufacturing. 

3 Includes staves and heading. 

4 Includes staves, heading, and hoops. 

5 Specific information for individual operations cannot be shown; to 

do so would reveal confidential information. 

8 Total plant employment including pulp and specialty production. 

INDUSTRIES REQUIRING HIGH-GRADE 

MATERIAL 

In general, the manufacture of veneer, slack- and 

tight-cooperage stock, poles and piles, export 

stock, and specialties—such as blanks for baseball 

bats, plugs for paper rolls, shuttle blocks, and ath- 

letic goods—requires a high proportion of high- 

gerade logs. ‘These industries, with the possible 

exception of export logs and certain classes of ve- 

neer, ordinarily draw on the high-grade material 

in second-growth stands and residual stands left 

after lumber-mill logging. ‘They can operate in 

such timber because (1) they can use timber of 

smaller average size or slightly lower average qual- 

ity than that required by the lumber industry; 

(2) some of the industries, notably those producing 

slack-cooperage material and package veneer, 

regularly use species which are not utilized closely, 

if at all, by the lumber industry; and (3) some in- 

dustries, particularly those producing cooperage 

materials and specialties, can use raw material in 

the form of bolts and billets, thus minimizing the 
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equipment and skill required in logging. This per- 

mits the utilization of short and crooked clear 

lengths not adapted to the production of industrial 

lumber and also permits the logging of scattered 

timber on the basis of individual trees. 

In general, logging methods for veneer and export 

logs are the same as for lumber-mill logging; in fact 

a large part of it is carried on in conjunction with 

lumber-mill logging. The net effect on the residual 

stand is essentially the same, except that where 

package veneer is cut, a sparser and inferior stand 

results. 

Tight- and slack-cooperage material, specialty 

stock, and export stave and handle stock are usu- 

ally logged in the form of bolts and billets, or occa- 

sionally of small logs. Since this type of logging 

requires a minimum of equipment and a maximum 

of manual labor, it is commonly done by farmers 

and other part-time woods workers rather than by 

professional loggers. ‘Transportation of material 

from woods to mill is usually provided by farmers 

with teams and by local truckers and contractors. 

No trees smaller than 12 to 14 inches in diameter 

are used. After a cutting of this kind, the supply 

of high-grade industrial raw material is practically 

exhausted for the time being; but there is commonly 

a substantial volume of low-grade saw timber suit- 

able for the production of cross ties and of common 

structural material by small sawmills. 

Practically the entire production of poles and 

piles is made-up of cypress selected tree by tree 

from dense stands of second growth scattered 

throughout the unit. This type of logging is done 

almost entirely by part-time contractors or jobbers. 

INDUSTRIES THAT CAN USE 

LOW-GRADE MATERIAL 

The shingle, pulp, and tie industries, because 

they do not require high-grade material, can oper- 

ate still more effectively than the other nonlumber 

industries on the kind of timber most abundant in 

residual and second-growth stands. This material 

is usually logged in special short lengths. During 

the past few years most of the cross ties have been 

hewed in the woods; though formerly most of them 

were sawed by small portable sawmills. 

Logging is usually carried on in good residual or 

second-growth stands, with special regard to species 

and soundness of material but without particular 

regard to quality, the methods being essentially 
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similar to those used in the production of cooperage 

material and similar products. Although high- 

grade material has no special value for these pur- 

poses, it is generally used indiscriminately wherever 

found. After a cutting for these products, the 

stand is very largely reduced to saplings, small 

poles, and cull trees, except for larger trees of species 

BL 

not used for cross ties, pulp, or shingles. Cypress is 

the only species used for shingles; cottonwood, pine, 

and occasionally willow are the only ones used for 

pulp; and oaks (excepting overcup), cypress, and 

the gums are practically the only species used for 
cross ties. 
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Comparison of 

Forest Growth and Drain 

Ke “= — 

HE total amount of wood taken from the 

forest of the unit in 1934 for use in industry 

and for domestic purposes has been con- 

verted into terms of drain against the growing 

stock of timber in the same year. Forest drain, as 

the term is used here, means the total volume of 

usable material removed from the stands by cut- 

ting, including the full volume of the trees felled, 

but not including losses from such natural causes 

as shading, windfall, and disease. This drain in 

board-foot material thus includes the volume actu- 

ally used plus the volume left on the ground in the 

woods as waste because it did not meet the require- 

ments of the particular user, although it met the 

Survey specifications for usable logs. 
Table 15 shows the amount of timber actually 

used in the production of the various commodities 
during 1934 and the resulting drain against the 

growing stock of good, live trees of sawlog size. 

This drain is for a depression year and does not 

necessarily represent present or future annual 

drain. All evidence, in fact, indicates that the 

drain in the years of recovery since 1934 has been 

Tasre 15.—Net volume of timber used and total forest drain from 
good trees, 1934 (Scribner log scale) 

Kind of material produced ! eee Pevatorest 

M board feet | M board feet 

WU Deas ee eee ee eee 121, 100 137, 000 

Rotarys Veneers ea acs ees oe eee eee 16, S00 19, 500 

ULightCOOMerS ee Bates. a2 ssees=s sean ase eno 25, 300 31, 700 

DIACKICOO PCL ALC hasan ae een eae 11, 600 13, 600 

SDOCIAL VI CSe sane e ne nee awe wee eee ee 4, 600 7, 800 

TE XD ONbIS CO Cee eee > Serene ee ere 1, 700 2, 300 

Roles;and! pilesnsess2-s2e- aaa esos ee 300 300 

CrOSSHULCS eee see ee ee ee 5, 700 7, 200 

Cut in’ clearing Jand__2o_2_-.22 2 ==. 37, 500 37, 500 

Cuttor domestic use. 2222222-.22222.52.-- 28, 600 28, 600 

EO ta | ae ee eee eee | 253, 200 285, 500 

1 A negligible quantity was also cut for pulpwood. 

greater and probably will continue to be greater 

until general business conditions change or until 

some of the large industrial lumber mills cease 

operation because of lack of timber. Of the total 
drain of over 285 million board feet, approximately 
70 percent comes from commercial forest areas. 

A particularly high proportion (more than 90 

percent) of the cut for lumber and veneer comes 

from this class of forest. In contrast, less than 10 

percent of the board-foot drain occasioned by land 

clearing and domestic use comes from commercial 

forest areas, and the saw-timber material cut for 

these purposes is very largely unsuited to high- 

grade industrial uses. Table 15 records nearly 

half the total drain against the saw timber-size 

trees as accounted for by lumber-mill cuttings. 

Land clearing was next in importance, followed by 

the production of materials for tight-cooperage and 

domestic use. 

In addition to the drain of sawlog-size material 

from the forest of the unit, there is a cordwood 

drain from the stems of good trees under sawlog 

size, from the top wood of good trees of sawlog 

size, and from cull trees. ‘This cordwood drain of 

material unsuited for saw-timber use is shown in 

the following tabulation, the last three items being 
only approximate: Cords 

(including 
bark) 

Stem wood of good trees (under sawlog size) .... 148, 000 

Top wood of good trees of sawlog size, including 

Ibhoel ope ere Meri aen ee Orr een. Mirren Bl A ot 436, 600 
Stems and tops of sound cull trees... .......... 104, 800 

Sound portion of stems and tops of rotten cull trees. 14, 000 

hotall Sern setae ek oer echelon eee 703, 400 

The 148,000 cords of drain from the stems of 

good trees under sawlog size can be further classi- 

fied according to the purpose for which it was cut: 

7,400 cords was cut by industrial operators; 45,800 

cords was cut in land clearing; and 94,800 cords 

was cut for fuel and other domestic uses. 



The board-foot drain from commercial forest 

areas, including both high-grade and low-grade 

material, expressed in the terms of the international 

one-fourth-inch log rule (which closely approxi- 

mates green lumber tally), exceeded the total incre- 

ment from such areas by 66 percent, or 88 million 

board feet (table 16). This drain, however, re- 

moved mainly high-grade timber of certain species, 

whereas it is estimated that approximately half the 

increment was either in low-grade material or in 

species not utilized by the existing forest industries. 

It is apparent, therefore, that the drain from com- 

mercial areas of material of the grade and species 

used by forest industries was much more (approxi- 

mately 3% times as great) than the increment of the 

same grade and species on commercial areas. 

TasBLe 16.—Comparison of board-foot increment} with drain in 

1934 (International 1-inch rule) 

Commercial | To es 
Item | Breet ; ee = 

Million board | Million board 
feet feet 

Net growing stock, January 1934_________- | 4, 635. 4 10, 091.4 

LOZ4imeremente «2 estes =e See ees 133. 3 210. 2 

MN OS4rn aT ee ees Ota Or eek SS 221.6 $21.0 

Net growing stock, January 1935__________ 4, 547.1 9, 980. 6 

Net iG ecCrease@=pe sete Sas 8 FBG ans oe | 88. 3 110.8 

1Jn calculating the increment, appropriate allowance was made for 

the growth on the volume in trees cut during the year. 

Tasie 17.—Comparison of cubic-foot increment ! (excluding bark) 

with drain in 1934 

Volume in good 

trees Volume} Volume 
Item a ia UO Dera in Total 

sound | rotten | volume 
Stem Top | culls’ | culls 4 
wood ?| wood 

Million) Million) Million| Million| Million 
cubic cubic cubic cubic cubic 

Net growing stock, January feet feet feet feet feet 

MQ BAD ye nese A er Sia a ae 3 2, 359.96} 994.39) 334. 45 59. 12/3, 747. 92 

1934tincrementsc 222s oa e 44, 83) 18. 89 6. 36 112 71. 20 

TRY obrtanb ole Se ea ees 51. 74 29. 50 7.10 95 89. 39 

Net growing stock, January 

OS 5 eee eee Rane RIES aa 2, 353.05) 983.68) 333. 71 59. 29/3, 729. 73 

INetichanger 2 iu 22 Fett Sa 6.91 10. 71 .74 +.17 18.19 

1 In calculating the increment appropriate allowance was made for the 

growth on the volume in trees cut during the year. 

2 Includes the cubic contents of the stems of good trees of sawlog size, 

but does not include the top wood; also includes the main stem of good 

trees under sawlog size to a variable top, never under 4 inches and seldom 

over 8. 

3 Includes both stem wood and top wood in sawlog- and under sawlog- 

size trees. 

4Includes sound volume in rotten cull trees, both sawlog size and 

under sawlog size; also includes both sound stemwood and topwood. 

For the total forest area, comparison of the board- 

foot increment and drain shows that drain exceedep 

increment by 53 percent. When this percentage is 

compared with the 66 percent for the commercial 

area, it is evident that commercial forest areas were 

being depleted at a more rapid rate than the forest 

as a whole. On the basis of data in table 16 and 

the statements in the preceding paragraph, it is 

estimated that the volume of timber of the class 

actually being cut from commercial areas was 

depleted approximately 155 million board feet in 

1934. Since this figure is greater than the 111 

million board-foot depletion of the total forest 

area by approximately 44 million board feet, the 

latter figure represents the accretion in timber of a 

class not then being utilized by the forest industries. 

‘Thus, although the total saw-timber volume of the 

forest was actually being reduced, the growing 

stock in material that could not be practically util- 

ized by the present forest industries was being 

built up. 

It should be emphasized again that the board- 

foot increment is net after an allowance for a sub- 

stantial loss through natural mortality. If it were 

practicable through improved management to sal- 

vage as much as 75 percent of this mortality loss, 

even without any increase in growth rates, the 

board-foot increment would balance approximately 

the 1934 board-foot drain for the total forest. 
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FiGuRE 10.—Comparison of increment and drain during 1934 



From the standpoint of the total cubic-foot vol- 

ume of material in the stems of good trees of all 

sizes, the drain exceeded the increment by almost 7 

million cubic feet (table 17). The total cubic-foot 

drain, including top wood and cull tress, exceeded 

the increment of comparable material by more than 

18 million cubic feet. 

Comparison of the increment and drain of stem 

wood in tables 16 and 17 and figure 10 shows that 
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in both board feet and cubic feet the drain was 

greater than the increment. The excess of drain 

over increment in cubic feet, however, was largely 

due to the concentration of cutting in the diameter 

classes above 18 inches. Actually, in under sawlog- 

size trees and smaller sawlog-size trees the incre- 

ment in cubic feet exceeded the drain, thus building 

up the reserve growing stock necessary to replace - 

the present saw-timber inventory. 



FOREST RESOURCES OF THE NeOrR, Try =]LiO Usisssl AYN. A DELTA 

The Present Situation 

ROM a national viewpoint the north- 

Louisiana delta is of great importance in that 

it contains one of the most valuable supplies 
of high-quality old-growth hardwood timber and is 

one of the most promising areas for the continuous 

growing of this quality of timber. Although agri- 

culture is the dominant industry, more than 10 

percent of the total gainful employment is directly 

afforded by the forest, either in woods or millwork. 
The only other important source of employment is 

the natural-gas industry, which is confined largely 

to the northwest part of the unit. The forests also 

supply practically all of the fuel of the country 

people, a considerable portion of the fuel of the 

inhabitants of the towns and cities, and most of the 

posts, palings, shakes, and similar items needed for 

domestic use throughout the unit. It is estimated 

that approximately 35 percent of the land tax col- 

lected in the unit comes from forest land. In addition, 

the forest makes important contributions to the local 

economy by supporting taxable industrial operations. 

Growing Stock 

At present the forests of the unit are in poor con- 

dition for the continuous production of high- 

quality timber, and present cutting methods are 

rapidly deteriorating the quality still further. The 

present rate of timber growth is subnormal because 
a large part of the available growing space is taken 

up by cull trees. Furthermore, 22 percent of the 
forest area bears virgin timber with a high propor- 

tion of overmature trees, showing little if any net 

growth. The greater part of the forest has been 

overcut and bears too few trees per acre. On these 

areas this shortage is particularly apparent in the 

larger diameter classes; in addition, the large trees 

that are present are in the main of slow growth and 

are either of poor quality or of species for which no 

adequate market exists. 

Ke 

Figure 11, A, shows the average stand per acre, 

including virgin forests, the 1934 distribution by 

diameter classes of the basal area of the growing 

8 ] 188 SqFt 15.2 SqFt 15.6 SqFt 62 SqFt 
Be 
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[eats Lorge sawlog trees 
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EJ Trees under sawlog size 

ZA Small sowlog trees 

Ficure 11.—Basal-area distribution per acre of growing stock in 

good trees: A, Distribution (1934) of the entire forest; B, at- 

tainable optimum of entire forest; C, distribution (1934) of 

commercial forest 



stock in good trees. This basal area is the aggregate 

cross-section area of the stems at breast height. It 

does not include the basal area of cull trees, which 

is estimated to be as much as 25 to 30 percent of 

the basal area in good trees. 

Figure 11, B, shows the attainable optimum 

basal-area distribution per acre of bottom-land 

hardwood forest in the proportions indicated by 

European experience in forest management as 

giving the greatest sustained yield under a selective 

system of management; it represents the averages 

of areas recently cut over as well as those about to 

be cut. Comparison of A and B indicates that (1) 

in 1934 stands of the unit contained only about 

two-thirds of the optimum basal area, (2) the most 

serious shortage was in the diameter classes between 

16 and 32 inches, (3) there was no general shortage 

in the diameter classes from 2 to 12 inches, and (4) 

there was an excess of timber in trees above 40 

inches in diameter owing to a relatively large 

amount of uncut old-growth timber in the area. 

This comparison emphasizes the poor condition of 

the stands, which, if no remedial steps are taken, 

will continue to deteriorate for some time to come 

with respect to the distribution of trees among the 

diameter classes. There is need for a definite 

course of action to increase the production of these 

stands and eventually to approach closely the 

attainable optimum distribution. Specific recom- 

mendations for improving the stands will be given 

on later pages. These recommendations will not 

be unduly difficult to put into effect. As a matter 

of fact, the commercial timber area in the survey 

unit constitutes a substantial nucleus that already, 

without conscious effort on the part of its owners, 

approximates this optimum. 

Figure 11, C, shows the distribution of growing 

stock on the commercial forest areas of the survey 

unit. In comparison with figure 11, B, the most 

notable difference is in the excess of large timber 

on the commercial areas. In most cases the re- 

moval of some part of this large timber will actually 

increase the growth rate of the remainder and place 

the forest in a betier growing condition. Owing to 

the large number of ownerships and the many 

diverse economic circumstances, it is not to be ex- 

pected that the entire forest area in tne unit will be 

brought up to optimum production for a long time, 

if ever. There are many areas, however, that 
easily can be improved now, and for many others 

improvement will become possible as economic 
conditions improve. 

Forest Industries 

From the preceding pages it is apparent that the 

industrial organization and practices in this survey 

unit are adjusted neither to the quantity nor to the 

quality of the forest growing stock. There are more 

large plants than can continue to exist on the incre- 

ment of the growing stock. In 1934, 27 sawmills 

with a daily capacity of more than 20,000 board 

feet were operating in or near the unit wholly or in 

part from timber produced within the unit. Eight 

of these mills, accounting for approximately 50 

percent of the total timber cut for lumber produc- 

tion from the unit in 1934, were operating in large 

blocks of timber and probably will cease operation 

when their present timber holdings are cut. Five 
or six of these planned to operate on their holdings 

for 6 to 10 years. Two or three expected to ‘“‘cut 

out”’ within 2 or 3 years. These latter perhaps have 

no alternative but to liquidate at the earliest possible 

date. The other 19 industrial lumber mills cutting 

from the unit were either supplementing their cut 

from their own holdings by purchases of logs and 

timber or were operating entirely on purchased 

material and, in the main, may be expected to 

continue indefinitely. 

In 1934, there were 28 nonlumber industrial 

plants operating on high-grade material from the 

forests of the unit. The operators of these plants 

usually purchase logs and small tracts of timber 

over a wide territory wherever suitable supplies are 

available. On account of the relatively large sup- 

ply of suitable raw material thus distributed, prob- 

ably most of these operators can expect to continue 

their operations indefinitely. On the other hand, 

there is no good reason at this time to expect a 

material increase in the total number of these 

plants. 

From the balance between increment and drain 

at the 1934 rate of cutting, it would appear that the 

existing lumber, veneer, and cooperage plants 

would have a probable life of approximately 15 

years; but it is known that the 1934 rate of cutting 

will not continue and that other pertinent factors 

also will change. For example, the reduction in 

number of the large lumber mills mentioned above, 

together with the resulting improvement in accre- 



tion, may possibly extend the life of the remaining 

industries to as much as 30 years. Furthermore, 

other less tangible factors—e. g., the use of species 

or grades not at present used—will in general oper- 

ate to extend the life of the industries. On the 
other hand, any increase in the production of 
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existing individual plants over the 1934 base or the 

introduction of new ones, as a result of improved 

economic conditions, will tend to shorten the life of 

the lumber, veneer, cooperage stock, and other 

industries requiring high-grade timber. 
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Possible Future Trends 

>>? 

Forest Industrial Plants 

cross ties or structural material will probably 

increase in relative importance. There is an 

abundance of timber suitable for this use and at 

present not otherwise marketable. Much of it is 

of species generally used, but in trees that have 

been left standing by the industrial lumber-mill 

operator because of their low quality. ‘Timber in 

species now discriminated against might, under 

I; THE future, the small sawmills that cut 

improved manufacturing methods and with a 

growing scarcity of more desirable woods, become 

quite acceptable for cross-tie or structural use. 

Relatively efficient mills cutting chiefly structural 

material are not yet common in the unit, since in 

the past such material has been largely supplied 

to the rural markets by the industrial lumber mills 

from accumulated material of too low grade to 

warrant shipment to industrial markets. With the 

passing of some of the large sawmills this source of 

supply will be greatly reduced throughout the unit 

and eliminated entirely in some localities. Local 
agricultural development has probably not reached 

its peak and a substantial increase in the local 

demand for cheap building material may therefore 

be expected. Moreover, when fully equipped 

mills producing structural material are once estab- 

lished, their product should be able to compete 
successfully with southern pine and western soft- 

woods. From the standpoint of the national 

market, it seems likely that hardwoods, in compe- 
tition with both softwoods and substitutes, will 

supply an increasing proportion of the heavy 

structural material. Any general increase of this 

nature will further increase the relative importance 

of the small mills cutting this material. 

During the past decade there has been develop- 

ing a pronounced trend within the hardwood in- 
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- dustry toward production at or near the sawmill of 

rough or semifinished standard industrial parts and 

of finished special parts. ‘The development of this 

secondary manufacture in the producing territory 

makes possible the profitable utilization of timber 

of a smaller size and a somewhat lower grade than 

is at present commonly utilized for industrial pur- 

poses at greater distances from the mill. It also 

makes possible a greater local utilization of in- 

completely manufactured lumber and thus expands 

the market for the output of small hardwood 

sawmills, which in the past have been limited 

chiefly to the production of structural material. 

This development of the small-dimension in- 

dustry is of especial significance to the north- 

Louisiana delta because of the imminent shortage 

of high-grade timber in this area and the relatively 

large reserve of marginal timber, for which the 

small-dimension industry offers the most imme- 

diate opportunity for an adequate outlet. 

Based upon the available supply of raw material 

and indications of market requirements, the veneer 

industry as a whole is likely to maintain itself 

with but little expansion or contraction during 

the next decade. Any contraction will take place 

most probably in the production of the highest 

grades of commercial and face veneers; whereas, 

owing to the widening market for plywood, ex- 

pansion is more likely to develop in the common 

commercial veneers. 

The cooperage-stock industry, as a whole, can 

be expected to continue without any considerable 

change during the next decade. Owing to an 

increasing scarcity of high-grade white oak needed 

for the production of the higher classes of tight- 

cooperage stock, the manufacture of these classes 

may fall off somewhat. On the other hand, the 

abundance of timber suitable for the production 
of the common items of slack-cooperage stock indi- 
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cates the possibility of a local expansion in this 

industry if the national market improves. 

The limited supply of high-quality ash and hick- 

ory suitable for the manufacture of such specialties 

as athletic goods, handles, and vehicle stock pre- 

cludes the possibility of any considerable local 

expansion of these industries in the near future, 

except as the abundance of persimmon may result 

in expansion in the manufacture of shuttles and 

athletic goods, particularly golf club heads. 

Use of Species 

More than 15 percent of the present saw-timber 

volume is in species such as bitter pecan, cedar elm, 

and honeylocust, for which no appreciable market 

exists, regardless of quality. It is reasonable to 

expect that, as high-grade timber of the more 

marketable species becomes scarcer, bitter pecan 

will become more acceptable industrially much 

as the gums have during the past 25 years. The 

principal stands of bitter pecan have a high pro- 

portion of timber of a quality suitable for the pro- 

duction of industrial lumber. The most serious 

defect is a tendency to ring shake. A fair propor- 

tion of the volume of cedar elm is suitable for 

industrial use, and it seems likely that eventually 

this species may become a substitute for northern 

rock elm. Commercial use of much of the volume 

of this species will probably depend on the oppor- 

tunity to market such commodities as cross ties, 

planking, and warehouse flooring. 

In addition to the 15 percent of the volume 

referred to above, 45 percent of the present timber 
volume is in species that are not used at all by some 
forest industries and are discriminated against 

to some extent by others. Of these species, the 

water oaks, overcup oak, willow, white elm, hack- 

berry, maple, sycamore, and boxelder are the 

most important. With the improvement of manu- 
facturing methods, the water oaks and overcup 

oak should be adaptable to more varied industrial 

uses as well as to more extensive use in heavy 
structural work. Furthermore, the development 
of the small-dimension industry should make possi- 

ble the profitable utilization of a class of timber of 
somewhat smaller size and lower grade. This 

should provide an outlet for a considerable part of 
the very large volume of overcup oak and water 

oaks that are not now suitable for industrial use 
because of marginal quality. With the further 
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development of the market for plywood and pack- 

age materials, willow, white elm, hackberry, maple, 

sycamore, and boxelder should be used more 
extensively. In addition, willow, white elm, and 

sycamore have qualities that justify their wider 

use as industrial lumber. In the event of a wide- 
spread expansion of the fiberboard, paper, or 

hardwood distillation industries, there is available 

a large amount of suitable raw material not being 
otherwise used. 

Employment 

In general, owing to less complete manufactur- 

ing processes, small sawmills afford less employ- 

ment than large sawmills for each M feet board 
measure of production; the production of common 

commercial and package veneers affords less em- 

ployment per unit of timber used than face veneer; 

and production of slack staves and the lower grades 

of tight staves, less than the production of the higher 

grades of tight staves. Accordingly, the passing 

of some of the primary producing units, such as 
large sawmills, face-veneer plants, and high-grade 

tight-cooperage plants, is likely to reduce some- 

what the average employment requirement per 

unit of timber used. On the other hand, the small- 

dimension industry and other secondary manu- 
facturing industries afford much more employ- 

ment per unit of timber used than the primary 

industries. Therefore, to the extent that the possi- 

bilities for small-dimension production and other 

secondary manufacture are realized, the above- 

mentioned loss in average employment per unit of 

timber consumed will be nullified. It consequently 

appears likely that the total industrial employ- 
ment afforded per unit of timber volume con- 

sumed will either remain approximately constant 

or increase. ‘The total requirement for labor will 

parallel the volume of manufactured forest pro- 
ducts that results from general business trends. 

As forest management and utilization practices 

become more intensive, the forest-labor require- 
ment will greatly increase. ‘This woods labor will 

largely be needed to obtain adequate fire protec- 

tion, as well as to make the thinning improvement 

cuttings needed to put the forest on a continuous 
production basis and provide intensive utilization 
of an increased yield. Also the character of the 

labor will change; the present full-time woods and 

mill worker will be supplemented in large part by 

farm and other part-time resident labor. 
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HE total cut of saw timber exceeds the incre- 

ment of this class of material by more than 

110 million board feet. Furthermore, the cut 

of the high-quality commercial-size saw timber nec- 

essary to maintain the present industries exceeds the 

increment of such timber to an even greater extent. 

It is apparent, therefore, that sooner or later the 

annual cut of saw timber will have to be materially 

reduced, at least temporarily, because of a lack of 

timber of the necessary size and quality. But since 

the present growing stock in its deteriorated con- 

dition is producing high-quality saw timber at a 

rate far below its capacity, the problem is to bring 

the increment of commercial saw timber and the 

requirements of industry gradually into balance at 

a level commensurate with the producing power of 

the forests of the unit. This problem is not as 

difficult as it may seem, since 20 percent of the 

forest area, or more than half a million acres, sup- 

ported in 1934 commercial stands which are 

readily adaptable to management on a sustained- 

yield basis. ‘This commercial forest area should be 

utilized and managed so that its production under 

a conservative-cutting policy will sustain the de- 

pendent forest industries at the highest practicable 

level, while the other 80 percent of the forest area 

now noncommercial is developing to the point 

where it can be cut conservatively. 

The line of action to be recommended in the 

commercial forest, therefore, is largely one of con- 

servative cutting, designed to make the most of the 

present growing stock in order to spread its use as 

far as possible over the time that must elapse until 

the younger timber has grown up, and to leave the 

cut-over areas in the best possible condition to 

produce an early and improved second cut. The 

line of action to follow in the 80 percent of the 

area that is noncommercial should be to increase 
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and improve the stand and to speed up its rate of 

growth in order that it may contribute its share to 

the requirements of industry as soon as possible 
and with as great and valuable a sustained annual 

increment as the site will allow. 

Treatment o yf Commercial Forests 

The objectives of management in commercial 

forests occupying 20 percent of the forest area are 

(1) to obtain through ‘cutting the greatest returns 

per acre, while leaving an adequate basis for the 

production of early future cuttings; and (2) to 

build up and improve the residual growing stock 

so as to increase both the quality and volume of 

future harvests. These objectives can be reached, 

or at least approached, through the application of 

selective cutting and integrated logging. * Selective 

cutting is a succession of partial cuttings in each of 

which part of the stand is removed and part is 

left to produce future cuts. An analysis of the saw- 

timber growing stock that exists at present on the 

average acre of commercial forest suggests a system 

of tree selection that will remove slightly more than 

3,000 board feet, and leave the remainder (some- 

what more than 4,000 board feet) for the produc- 

tion of future cuts to be made at 15-year intervals. 

Under such a cutting program in the present 

average commercial stand, the first cut would 

yield about 64 percent of its volume in trees at 

least 30 inches in diameter, 26 percent in trees 20 

to 28 inches in diameter, and 10 percent in trees 

14 to 18 inches in diameter. In general, the rate 

of diameter growth, the thrift, and the general tree 

form are the criteria for selecting trees to be cut. 

The trees upon which growth has been reduced to 

a minimum should be cut, if merchantable, re- 

gardless of size. In the 14- to 18-inch diameter 
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classes none but the slowest growing trees should 

be removed. In the 20- to 28-inch diameter 

classes, all trees of less than average growth rates 

should be cut; and in the 30- to 38-inch diameter 

classes, all trees should be cut except those showing 

the highest rates of growth. All trees 40 inches 

and larger should be harvested since they have 

usually reached their greatest value. 

The volume of the average residual stand after 

such a harvest would be distributed approximately 

as follows: 11 percent in trees at least 30 inches in 

diameter, 58 percent in trees 20 to 28 inches in 

diameter, and 31 percent in trees 14 to 18 inches in 

diameter. According to available data on growth 

and mortality, it is estimated that, after one or two 

15-year cutting periods of protection from fire and 

reasonably good management, the 4,000 feet left in 

residual stands can be expected to increase during 

a 15-year period to 9,000 board feet per acre. ‘There- 

after cuttings which leave 4,000 board feet per acre 

can be expected at 15-year intervals. 

In addition to improving growth in quantity, se- 

lective cuttings can also improve growth in quality. 

If in the first cut, the lower grades of timber are 

utilized to the fullest extent practicable, the per- 

centage of volume in high-quality timber can be 

materially increased each time the area is har- 

vested. It is reasonable to anticipate that within 

two cutting periods the proportion of material in 

high-quality logs can be increased by as much as 

30 percent. The saw-timber cut should remove as 

high a proportion as feasible of the more poorly 

formed trees and trees of inferior quality or species. 

In addition to the saw timber, as many as possible 

of the suppressed trees below sawlog size and of the 

sound and rotten culls should be removed. The 

sooner these inferior and cull trees are out of the 

growing stock, the better. With the present qual- 

ity requirements for hardwood lumber in the indus- 

tries, the disposal of such low-grade material pre- 

sents many difficulties, which, in fact, form the 

most substantial obstacle to management for sus- 

tained yield. Surmounting this obstacle involves 

the discovery of cheaper and more efficient methods 

of operation and the development of adequate 

markets for material from trees of poor quality, 

small size, or little-used species. Integrated logging 

for a group of industries whose timber require- 

ments are complementary with respect to species, 

size, and quality is one of the most promising steps 
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toward the solution of the problem. Integrated 

logging is an operation that removes all the timber 

that it is proper to cut from a given area at one 

time and then sorts the material for the use to which 

its size, quality, and species best adapt it. This 

kind of logging is possible even now in some 

measure; with sufficient increase in markets for all 

classes of material it can be extended so as to realize 

fully the objectives of forest management. 

There are, of course, several degrees of intensity 

in selective cuttings, and some owners, because of 

their heavy taxes or indebtedness, the unbalanced 

condition of their growing stock, the lack of balance 

between their timber supply and plant capacity, 

or because of other circumstances, may find it im- 
practicable to proceed in accordance with the cut- 
ting policy outlined above and may wish to liqui- 

date their timber investment. It has been demon- 

strated, however, that even in such cases it pays to 

choose carefully the trees to be felled and such 

owners will generally find it to their advantage to 

cut conservatively, leaving for further growth the 

smaller, rapid-growing trees and the larger trees of 

doubtful present value. Logging and _ milling 

studies carried on by the Forest Products Labora- 

tory have shown that the indiscriminate cutting of 

trees of all sizes invariably produces both a hidden 

loss (owing to the excessive cost of handling small 

timber) and a low return (owing to the poorer 
average quality of the output). Another possible 

advantage accruing from conservative cutting is the 

increased value of the cut-over forest lands for 

timber growing; if there are prospects of immediate 

agricultural use, however, this advantage may be 

nullified. 
Protection from periodic forest fires also is essen- 

tial if the forest is to attain its highest producing 
capacity. The prevention of burning will check 

to a considerable extent at least, the present great 

losses in volume and grade due to rot, insects, and 

windfall. It will also favorably affect the rate of 

volume increment and will materially reduce the 

loss in small trees needed for the maintenance of the 

growing stock. Since there is no organized system 

of fire prevention in this unit, the State and Federal 
Governments cooperating under the Clark-McNary 

law should provide for this service. 

Treatment of Noncommercial Areas 

As has been shown, about 80 percent of the forest 

area in the unit is classified as noncommercial be- 



cause of the immaturity of its growing stock, or 

because of the shortage of high-grade material in 

the stand. Parts of this area must have tree growth 

for several decades before they can be classified as 

commercial forest, though other parts are only a few 

years removed from such classification. On the 

other hand, extensive use of timber of lower qual- 

ity, brought about either by changes in the manu- 

facturing practices of existing industries or by the 

introduction of new industries, is all that is required 

to make still other areas commercial. The situa- 

tion in the noncommercial area as a whole, there- 

fore, requires the carrying of these stands for a 

period of years before they can be commercially 

utilized. Obviously, the growing stock on this 80 

percent of the forest area is the basis from which 

the future timber supply of the unit must develop. 

Therefore, even though future changes in hard- 

wood utilization practices may make possible har- 

vest cuttings in these stands, the volume cut from 

them should be kept well below their growth until 

the growing stock is built up. 

Any action that is taken to improve the density 

and growing conditions of these stands will be re- 

flected in increased volume yield and improved 

quality of output. Two measures are particularly 

needful—protection from fire and removal of poor 

and surplus stems. A greater annual increment 

of high-quality material than is found under pre- 

vailing conditions will be brought about both by 

freedom from periodic burning in the growing 

stands, which are particularly susceptible to fire, 

and by removal from these stands of the many 

cull and surplus trees that occupy growing space 

or impede the development of the more valuable 

trees. 

Some stands, even under present conditions, 

fully justify the expense involved in sanitation cut- 

tings to remove the cull and defective trees, even 

though it may be impossible to recover the cos 

of the work through sale of material. Widespread 

application of sanitation measures, however, will 

probably depend upon the development of markets 

for the materials removed, so that receipts thus 

obtained will defray all or part of the cost of re- 

moval. The annual requirement for fuel wood 

and wood for domestic use from the forests of this 

unit is approximately 270,000 cords. At present, 

more than half of this is taken from the good 

growing stock. If all of this wood were taken from 
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the inferior and cull trees, the drain against present 

and potential saw-timber material would be de- 

creased and a considerable forest area would be 

improved through sanitation cuttings. The intro- 

duction of the hardwood distillation and pulp in- 

dustries would increase the outlet for such material. 

General Recommendations 

If the entire commercial forest area were given 

the full treatment recommended above, and if the 

entire noncommercial area were given the treat- 

ment necessary to bring it up to full producing 

capacity, it is possible that 50 to 60 years of such 

treatment would increase the annual increment in 

the north-Louisiana delta from its present 210 

million board feet to about 800 million board feet, 

which is an approximate limit. ‘That this limit 

ever will be actually attained is, of course, highly 

improbable. Its attainment would involve not 

only the revolutionizing of industrial practices 

and requirements but also the sustained uniform 

application of skillful forest management by 

approximately 10,000 landowners on_ holdings 

ranging from a few acres to more than a hundred 

thousand. 

In this survey unit high land taxes, based to a 

considerable extent on speculative agricultural 

values, tend to discourage long-time private owner- 

ship and management of land for forest purposes. 

Where taxes are low or nominal, as on the batture 

or on large areas set aside for flood control, large- 

scale private ownership of forest land may be ex- 

pected to continue. 

on a permanent basis is likely to persist mainly on a 

relatively small scale, incidental to plantations or 

other multiple-use land-management enterprises. 

Taxes on forest land must be not only reduced but 

also stabilized if the practice of forestry is to be 

encouraged on private timberlands. ‘There are in 

this unit large areas which, because of their loca- 

tion in water-logged territory, are at the lower end 

of the scale of forest productivity and which will 

eventually be abandoned if taxes are not held to a 

minimum. The backwater areas tributary to the 

Red River in Concordia and Catahoula Parishes 

and the overflow areas in the Boeuf and La Fourche 

Basins are notable examples. These lands are al- 

ready reverting to public ownership for nonpay- 

Unless oil or some other subsurface 

Elsewhere private ownership 

ment of taxes. 
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resource is developed, public agencies must look 

forward to carrying a large part of these lands per- 

manently and should be prepared to supply such 

management as their potentialities justify. 

Timberland owners in this section have had little, 

if any, experience in the raising of successive timber 

crops on their lands, and an intensive extension 

effort will be required to give them a general con- 

cept of the possibilities and opportunities of long- 

time forest management and an understanding of 

the technique involved. The State forest services 

and the Extension Service, with other cooperating 

Federal agencies, should greatly increase their edu- 

cational and promotional activities. ‘The trade 

associations of the major forest industries should 

employ foresters to work with and advise their 

members. In some instances large individual tim- 

berland owners can profitably engage the services 

of technical foresters. 

Notwithstanding the importance of hardwoods in 

industry and the need of perpetuating and improv- 

ing hardwood forests in the lower South, very little 

scientific research to this end has been carried on. 

Although sufficient knowledge is available to en- 

able timber owners to inaugurate a program of 

improvement, much of the detailed information 

required for intensive hardwood-forest manage- 

ment must be developed through research in silvi- 

culture and economics. Studies to determine rates 

of timber growth, methods of logging and utiliza- 

tion, regulation of cut, and methods of stand im- 

provement should be started without further 

delay. Demonstration areas illustrating the re- 

sults of these studies should be established. Forest 

products research on a large scale also is needed in 

order that the present and prospective timber sup- 

ply may be effectively utilized in industry. 

Some form of cheap long-term financing is neces- 

sary in order to stabilize forest ownership, to 

facilitate continuity of management policy, to assist 

private timberland owners during the early stages 

of developing sustained yieid, and to encourage the 

continued investment in growing stock thereafter. 

To this end, measures such as the extension of the 

credit facilities of the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation to industrial concerns and those of 

the Farm Credit Administration to farmers are 
suggested. 

Growth calculations indicate that in 1934 both 

the board-foot and cubic-foot drain exceeded the 

corresponding growth; but, beyond this, all 

evidence points to the fact that both the quality and 

the quantity of the annual increment of the forest in 

this unit are considerably below its producing 

capacity. With selective cutting designed to con- 

serve and improve the growing stock in the com- 

mercial area, with sanitation cuttings and good care 

of the huge area of noncommercial forest now in 

reserve for future cuts, and with widespread and 

effective protection from fire, the annual increment 

available for utilization can be doubled easily 

within two or three decades. Thus, an ultimate 

continuous timber production in excess of the 1934 

cut is possible, even though the area devoted at 

present to the growth of timber may be somewhat 

reduced by an agricultural expansion, the extent 

and imminence of which cannot be estimated at 

this time. Present trends in industrial require- 

ments for hardwood forest products indicate that 

the industries will be in a position to use the class 

of material which will be available when the pres- 

ent merchantable timber in this unit has been 

exhausted. 

With its rich soil, abundant growing stock, and 

proximity to the center of wood consumption of the 

country, the north-Louisiana delta can continue to 

be a very important source of hardwood timber. 

Although the forest industries are at present poorly 

adjusted to the growing stock, this condition does 

not need to persist. Through wise handling of 

forest land, through adaptation of type of products 

manufactured to timber supply, and through 

adjustments in manufacturing and marketing 

practices, the forest industries in the unit can be put 

upon a permanent and expanding basis. 
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TasLe 18.—Average acre stand and stock table, giving number of good trees and gross board-foot volume 1 in important types, 

by diameter-class group and forest conditions 

Old growth Second growth 

Forest type and diameter- : 
class group Sawlog size 

Uncut Partly cut Under sawlog size 

Uncut Partly cut 

Red gum-water oak: Trees Board feet Trees | Board feet Trees Board feet Trees Board feet Trees Board feet 

24 INCHES fea a ae eee eee SO 2 lo seeeesaaee 841,43) Lease ee uea ete 102. 05 197. 72 

6-12 inches 220222522 -se ence see- O2: 14 |e 22s 22s eek 67.12 Mt 44. 05 43. 27 

14-18 inches__.-..__.__-_-__--_- 12. 09 1, 301 18.72 2,277 16. 36 1,999 2. 89 

20-28 inches______-_________----- 9.70 3, 423 5. 80 1, 895 4. 67 1,514 1.05 328 

SO =SS:T CCS esas a eee 4. 86 4, 392 51 391 31 238 .18 153 

40-}n Chess eae estas see eens 1.41 2, 598 08 104y| 2222 22— 22 Ss Sarees S| eee | Cee ee 

AMo ti eae ae oe ee eee 109. 41 11,714 133. 87 4, 865 176. 66 4, 668 167. 44 3, 751 245. 11 tf 

Overcup oak-bitter pecan: 

EAT ches se eee eee EV EGP) |e eee BSHOQ) | wane nee GHISBL|e e Dk A eee 1731944 |aeemeenenen os 
6-1 2iinches sss sae eens 282 084| aan ene aaa 25.34) | oweee ae ae EGY (| Weare Seer HVS 0) | eee 40°48) ees 

14=18 inches. 222-22 ee 11. 89 1,174 9. 58 998 14. 06 1, 408 11. 43 1, 293 3. 58 281 

DW=28 IN Chess ae 22222 222s eee son ee 8.78 2, 521 6. 29 1, 792 4, 28 1,121 3.43 899 1.52 476 

30-38 inches_-_._-.-.----------- 1.57 957 .75 461 .24 LiO (E22 ae2 = oes | Serer . 30 212 

404 INCheSee se eee ee .19 233 . 96 58" | o2eceese 2) S22 ea ee ee | 

Ota tesa t see eee nae eke 98. 53 4, 885 101. 01 3, 504 122. 26 2, 699 90. 57 2, 192 219. 82 969 

Cottonwood-willow: 

D—ATINCN CS se Ses ees ean ee | Co een a | meen te | Ene | |r Sore 31 88)\|b Se eeeee cess 185183 |e sere ee 652531) | See eee 

6=12inches sae oe See te | ee Se |e en ee oe en ae |e ee 34:20) ea seen sees 14-55)|t222ocecn ess SAIS 2 Soe eee eee 

14-18 inches ___ 6.91 1, 180 1. 23 146 

20-28 inches___ 4. 36 1,812 12 30 

30-38 inches ___ 73 0005/2 = ce. aoe eee see eee 

40-+-in Chestes seeana= seen amen 36 152575 |e oes | ee es 

TPOtal ess. a2 Sa tear ee oon | We NS | ee | ee es | oes eee 99. 43 9, 871 45. 09 5, 044 708. 18 176 

Hackberry-elm-ash: 

2-4:3nches W258 sve encase 18a o)| Saeco 

6-12 inches____ 36. 70 1 

14-18 inches 13. 94 1, 503 

20-28 inches________-----__----- 4. 67 1, 33) 

30-38 inches_-_...-----------.-- 42 295 

40-+ inches. ...-..----------.--- 02 20 

otal ee eee eee ee 178. 82 5, 944 134. 48 3, 157 212. 09 3, 115 170. 56 1, 764 321. 89 948 

Average, 8 types: : 

PA iNCHeS= teccsoes see eee ee! BS Fe 0) beset 4 653285 |Besteeeoeee = HON ie pone eee 69596: |G s2soe sso aes 260:93% 2-8 =2s5Scke 

G='2inChes 2226s ee eee BRL a leaeousessams 29. 55 2 53. 68 18 43. 32 PAf 48. 39 13 

\é=1Rinches:o2-2- 222-2 snssencs= 12. 35 1, 253 10. 91 1, 182 17. 85 2, 226 13.49 1 540 3. 37 340 

20-28 INCheS 22-4 soesceaacececoun 9. 07 2, 750 5.91 1, 764 6. 57 2, 321 3. 46 1, 089 . 98 294 

30-38:1nches! sass seme se see. 2, 25 1, 700 66 474 36 274 19 157 16 118 

AQ-|-sincheSaes=ea=e== seen ane as 49 803 =a) 128 04 53 02 60 Soe Boer ere 

TT Ota S22 s 2 See Se 108. 66 6, 506 112. 41 3, 550 154. 67 4,892 130. 44 2, 873 313. 83 765 

1 Secribner-rule volume of hardwood trees more than 13 inches in diameter; all board-foot volumes in the 6- to 12-inch diameter-class group are in 10- 

and 12-inch pines. 
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Tasie 19.—Average acre stand table, giving number and kind of cull trees per acre in important types, forest conditions, 
and by diameter-class group 

Old growth Second growth 

5 Sawlog size 

Forest A ao ata Uneut Partly cut Under sawlog size 
Uncut Partly cut 

Sound cull] Rotten cull) Sound cull) Rottencul!| Sound cull) Rottencull| Sound cull] Rottencull) Sound cull) Rotten cull 

Red gum-water oak: Number | Number | Number | Number | Number | Number | Number | Number | Number | Number 
O=ARiTI CHES eee ere eee 43.45 2.30 47. 42 0.97 41, 64 1.15 CPA GY} ee ee 70. 22 2. 96 

Gain cheSeeuwe ene ease sac se 9. 84 1,55 12. 62 2. 84 12. 74 1.70 9. 39 2.10 13. 39 116 

14-18 inches____- sige oy plan or 75 - 66 1.39 .97 1. 54 43 1.39 ae 1.50 48 

20-S8NNCheSa22 2 eee cee - 26 -58 45 1.16 39 48 . 46 56 48 .36 

BOBS CHESte te enae ane eee E> 03 55 - 03 20) 104 13 .10 721 . 02 aS 

AQSeRNGNCG Hae seek pee des wees |G eae aes. - 20 03 a0) eee eS sit SOOh 2.22 een oe ease eae =e . 09 

HO ee Naa Na 54. 33 5. 84 61. 94 6, 23 56. 38 4.00 53.95 S209 85. 61 5. 23 

Overcup oak-bitter pecan: 

QedeincheSeseen =k eee enn oe ee 48. 08 1.92 34. 56 76 46, 87 1. 62 D428 5 pees ee sees 78.18 i OP} 

G—12sinchess=ses-2.. 222 22s eae 10. 25 1.18 12.13 1.05 14. 22 . 87 14. 86 3.72 11.76 .91 

14=18tin ches#@ee=s=- 2 = 20 25a. = 2.09 . 61 2. 49 90 2. 14 . 89 2. 57 . 86 2. 67 .42 

20-28 inchesiees sense oS ese 74 .92 . 89 1.32 57 BSlipesessase se 1.71 . 48 79 

30-3810 CheS#seee as ol Sk LO. . 66 . 06 . 59 . 04 42 

AQatMiN CHS a ene nae er ers | he Soe Po Hp) eee eee .10 . 04 12 

TRY LS see tee es SI a 61. 26 5. 40 50.13 4.72 63. 88 6. 63 51.71 6. 29 93. 15 3. 88 

Cottonwood-willow: 

D=Acin chest sue Nh. Ma ah ee - 30 Diot Woee ceases 126. 16 62 

G=l2in ches ses Bae se See .55 10. 19 .73 7. 63 93 

14-18 inches .81 1.45 36 .49 18 

20-28 inches 45 1.09 old 43 18 

30-38 inches MOGs | pene SGOlilenccosceaeeloscesaaenee 

40--rinchesiessue seek ek Ela le HOS a\Weer sa Sale Fete oee |i aoe coe cco ese beens 

BY O Un enema eee ee oat rissa S| Oo a Soo aoeed oe oe 42, 29 2. 20 20. 00 2.18 134. 71 1.91 

Hackberry-elm-ash: 

2=40in ches seas eet Serle 46.47 35 34.95 1.09 58. 46 4.40 DOO eee asaeeee 65. 94 Ql. 

Gal2NIN hes mates ween Se MG rs 8.76 1.59 11.31 1. 53 16. 40 2.81 10. 40 1.60 13. 67 3. 89 

ATR CHES Beate seh ee a 1.59 -41 1.75 72 2. 02 . 61 1.28 126: 1.44 133 

20=28 1 CheSseese se os ees es 24 . 24 ol . 62 . 44 . 53 . 64 . 48 . 28 28 

S0ss5unChess= sane se ees .12 35 02 . 22 . 09 S80 Neceesoaea2 4 soZicessesesnen 33 

A tenl Tl CHES epee emma arenes BaP eR he |) ee! = see le eek Sk . 04 . 04 00}| Geet oe eee (eae n ne see roe eee See eee 

Cy RX} ee Ln Se i ee 57.18 4. 94 48. 54 4, 22 77.45 8.79 47. 52 4.16 81. 33 8. 61 

2:17 33. 72 1.19 37.98 1.69 27.18 2130 69. 71 1. 85 

1, 26 11. 28 1.48 12.14 1.85 8. 64 1.74 11.49 2.15 

. 60 1.94 93 1.70 ond 1. 25 . 02 1. 54 69 

- 80 . 68 1.14 48 . 66 38 . 62 40 52 

. 62 05 41 . 06 .22 . 05 may . 02 21 

elo Wceeeee eee . 08 . OL . 07 O25 Eee Seen es OL - 05 

MRO tale Seren eee seer Ss) 59. 69 5. 58 47. 67 5. 23 52. 37 5. 26 37. 52 3.90 83. 17 5. 47 
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TasLe 20.—Commercial forest area in each forest condition and forest type 
rrr 

Old growth ! Second-growth sawlog size 1 Gome 

norte Total or rae aerial 

Uneut Partly cut Uncut Partly cut area in 
each type 

Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent | Percent 

Red gum-water oak__.._-_-_-_-_--- 101, 200 86.3 39, 000 37.2 64, 100 31.0 11, 900 18.0 216, 200 31.7 39.3 

Hackberry-elm-ash_____.___----_-- 32, 800 57. 2 32, 000 17.2 18, 600 24,3 2,700 1207 86, 100 21.3 15.6 

Overcup-bitter pecan__----------_- 47, 500 12.9 19, 400 7.3 5, 200 6.2 1,700 14.4 73, 800 9.1 13.4 

Gotton woo d= ville wa saee eee ee | eames ee res | Sereno emt | Pune ee eevee | Spee ene 70, 200 58. 5 2, 600 27.4 72, 800 33. 2 13.2 

@ypress-tiipelow ses 28225 sesena ae 9, 600 64.9 12, 500 59.5 22, 800 71.9 1, 800 40.9 46, 700 49.1 8.5 

WiatenOalkaass see een ere e 6, 700 41.1 5, 900 8.0 14, 400 SOUOe Soe ee ee en ee 7, 000 13.9 4.9 

Mixed oak-mixed hardwood______- 1, 700 68. 0 7, 600 13.9 9, 300 18.4 5, 000 10. 4 23, 600 9.6 4.3 

Pine-hard wood 2o. soe eee - = se eee oon eee eee |e 800 47.1 2, 500 22.9 900 1533 4, 200 14.7 8 

Total area of each condition 

that is in commercial area 

(percents weighted) ________ 199, 500 34.5 117, 200 16.5 207, 100 33.0 26, 600 13.6 550, 400 212085) \|s22= eee 

Commercial area in each 

forest condition_-----2---2_|222-22 22 3693, |f22 es eease 21R3n | seen eseee BAO ear | AU SH ea a> tne elon ee eee 100. 0 
| | : 

1 Percents show the proportion of the given type and/or condition in the commercial area. 

2 Percent of total forest area that is in commercial forest. 

Tape 21.—Average acre stand and stock table for all types on commercial forest area, showing number of good trees and gross board-foot 
volume,! classified according to diameter-class group and forest condition 

Old growth Second-growth sawlog size 

Diameter-class group 

Uncut Partly cut Uncut Partly cut 

Trees Board feet Trees Board feet Trees Board feet Trees Board feet 

DeAWNCUGS cone ness re Sere one 56,44 ees 2 ee eases (200 |= oes aes ee os9 40! || ass Poses) 825 58h | 2a. See ee 

6-12 inches__ 34520) | eee eee 41. 30 2 50. 83 14 35. 87 21 

14-18 inches_ 13.17 1, 343 12. 99 1, 413 23.75 3, 115 15. 87 1, 908 

20-28 inches_ 10. 78 3, 509 10. 06 3, 258 11.92 4, 606 6.71 2, 306 

B0-a8nnchesws sense sea re ee eee 4.05 3, 449 1.51 1, 282 . 64 539 . 39 388 

OE vnehes ssc see se eee wes eee ies 2, 082 . 29 445 .12 144 .13 446 

Dotal (ares vacee atc seen ee 119. 90 10, 383 138. 90 6, 400 141. 66 8, 418 141. 55 5, 069 

1 Scribner-rule volume of hardwood trees more than 13 inches in diameter; all the board-foot volumes in the 6- to 12-inch diameter-class group are in 

10- and 12-inch pines. 

TABLE 22.—Average acre stand table for all types on commercial forest area, showing number of cull trees per acre, classified according to 
diameter-class group, forest condition, and kind of cull 

Forest condition and kind of cull 2-4 inches 6-12 inches | 14-18 inches | 20-28 inches | 30-38inches | 40+ inches | All diameters 

Old growth: 

Uncut: Number Number Number Number Number Number Number 

SOUT Cannel Seed eres a rrr aes 41.18 9. 61 1.14 0. 34 QA0D Gere 2 ee. eee 52.32 

RO GtCn eens Sane ae ee een eens 2.38 1.32 49 - 56 51 0.15 5. 41 

Partly cut: 

BO 2220s he ee een Se ae eee 34. 49 19. 45 1533 . 64 FOZ cows saeee ee 55. 94 

Rotten 2. 60 1,45 .78 - 93 35 .12 6. 23 

Becond-growth sawlog size: 

Uncut: 



Tasie 23.—Forest area in each of several forest conditions 
classified according to density of reproduction 

a Adequate | Iaterme- Sparse 
Forest condition stocking 1 Seer A Syne 3 

Percent Percent Percent 

(Alisa wilopisizezsse"=- 2 o2-- 5220s es 18.0 23. 0 59.0 

Under sawlog-size second growth_ 32.0 23.0 45.0 

Reproduction Sts oes ee eee 66.0 BY RT eee yee 

CONSE ECL a a ee ge eee 100.0 

MNONDLOGUCLIVE serene eee noone see te eee 4.0 96. 0 

1 Areas of adequate reproduction support a seedling stand of commer- 

cial species of sufficient density to develop a new hardwood stand capable 

of producing saw timber. 

2 Areas of intermediate reproduction support a seedling stand of com- 

mercial species of sufficient density to supplement adequately the partial 

overstory characteristic of cut-over delta hardwood stands. 

3 Sparsely reproducing areas have either no seedlings of commercial 

species or too few seedlings to supplement adequately the partial over- 

story. 

TasLe 24,.—Forest area in each forest type proportioned according 
to degree of fire damage 

No in- Degree of fire damage ! 
dica- 

Forest type - - 
Hon of None | Light ence Heavy 

Percent| Percent) Percent) Percent) Percent 

Red gum-water oak_____---- 14. 2 23.4 213 19.8 15.3) 

Hackberry-elm-ash__________ 8.6 24.5 31.0 24.5 11.4 

Overcup oak-bitter pecan _ __ Pala 36.9 23.1 127, 6:2 

Cottonwood-willow__-_--_--- 81.6 12.4 4.1 1.4 8) 

Cypress-tupelo_____---_----- 32.0 44.3 13.4 TOS 3s | Berea 

iWiateroalkaai hain cae at 6.5 24.7 38. 5 17.3 13.0 

Mixed oak-mixed hardwood_| 12.0 24.7 30. 6 20.3 12.4 

Pine-hardwood_____-----_-__ 17.6 17.6 32. 4 11.8 20.6 

PAN TstypeSmeweee sesso = 20.0 27.7 25.7 16. 6 10.0 

1 Field men classified fire damage subjectively on the basis of number 

of trees injured and extent of injury. 
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TasBLe 25.—WNet board-foot (Scribner, Doyle, and International 
rules) and cubic-foot volumes of good trees of all species groups 

Board-foot volume ! orcas volume 

Species group Reena 

Seribner | Doyle tional | Sawlog- | Under 
rule rule inch | size trees | S2Wlos-_ 

rule Size trees 

M board | M board | Moboard | M cubic | M cubic 
feet feet feet feet feet 

Med: guml_-222. 4.2 1, 352, 400 |1, 179, 600 | 1, 479, 100 235, 920 84, 620 

Water oaks_______- 1, 721, 300 |1, 549, 900 | 1, 878, 700 304, 510 55, 630 

Red oaks___------- 42, 500 35, 200 48, 200 8, 150 | 7.100 

White oaks_______- 99, 200 81, 700 110, 000 18, 480 12, 070 

Overcup oak _____- 1, 486, 400 |1, 316, 300 | 1,629,200 | 292, 930 42, 830 

UN) 0 Se ee 346, 200 253, 200 381, 900 80, 690 65, 250 

Cottonwood______- 529, 900 446, 600 577, 500 90, 260 14, 940 

Wiillowes2s 2222222 580, 100 474, 700 650, 100 111, 110 23, 630 

Elms 3______.._.--| 692, 100 564, 200 767, 700 1338, 210 77, 460 

Tupelo gum 4____- 228,900 | 183, 900 256, 500 47, 150 7, 900 

Oy presso.-— 22 =. - 251, 700 195, 000 256, 200 47, 850 7, 780 

Bitter pecan______- 1, 047, 000 871, 900 | 1, 173, 000 220, 060 69, 560 

Sweet pecan &_____ 176, 100 146, 100 200, 600 32, 980 19, 780 

Hackberry --_____- 298, 700 228, 400 337, 900 61, 180 64, 390 

(Rine@Shssees == aasee 39, 200 25, 300 42, 600 7, 680 4,970 

Miscellaneous §____| 270,700 | 224, 400 302, 260 52, 260 57, 630 

Motalss sess 9, 162, 400 |7, 776, 400 |10, 091, 400 |1, 744, 420 615, 540 

1 Both woods cull and mill cull are removed from board-foot volumes, 

but only woods cull is removed from cubic-foot volumes. 

2 Cubic-foot volume of trees under sawlog size includes the wood 

of the main stem from stump to a usable top. The minimum allow- 

able top was never less than 4 inches and seldom more than 8. The 

cubie volume of sawlog-size trees includes the volume to a merchant- 

able top for saw timber and does not include top wood or limb wood. 

3 Of the total elm volume, approximately 51 percent is cedar elm, 42 

percent white elm, and 7 percent winged and red elm. 

4 Approximately 14 of this volume is black gum. 

5 Approximately 23 percent of this volume is hickory, 

6 The volume of persimmon included here has been expressed in cubie 

feet only, even though some trees were more than 13 inches in diameter. 



Screntific Names of Species Mentioned in Text 

The common names used in the text are in some instances 

trade names; in such cases the common name accepted by 

the Forest Service follows in parentheses. 

PASTOR OLESEN eaiec ener eset 

PN MUNK S Gong aonb ate 

IBoxelden eee teeta ee 

Button bushes. eects: 

Cottonwood............ 

Cypress, southern....... 

Blmsicedarwn aan. eae 

Elm, red (slippery). ..... 

Fila OCKe ee seis ere 

Elm, white (American)... 

Bilma win edgar. cea 

Gum black as eee 

Gum) tupelone sence ee 

Hackberry (sugarberry) .. 

Hickory (any or all of the 
following species): 

Bitter Uta eee eee 

Shapbarksn je ver crie 

Bigleaf shagbark..... 

Mockernut)s.- 0-22 

Fraxinus pennsylvanica lanceolata 

(Borkh.) Sarg. 

F. americana L. 

Acer negundo L. 

Cephalanthus occidentalis L. 

Populus deltoides virginiana (Cas- 

tigl.) Sudw.$ 

Taxodium distichum (L.) Rich. 

Ulmus crassifolia Nutt. 

U. fulva Mich. 

U. racemosa ‘Thom. 

U. americana L. 

U. alata Mich. 

Nyssa sylvatica Marsh. 

Liquidambar styraciflua L. 

Vyssa aquatica L. 

Celtis laevigata Willd. 

Hicoria cordiformis (Wang.) Britt. 

H. ovata (Miller) Britt. 

H. laciniosa (Mich. f.) Sarg. 

H. alba (L.) Britt. 

H. leiodermis (Sarg.) Sudw. 

® Except in swamps where swamp cottonwood (P. heterophylla L.) is 
found. 
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Ioneylocust) ay -.tn a a 

Maples med ss anne rere 

Mrulbenny.grecl cine ocioe etes 

@2ks blacker s a ee 

Oak, bottom-land red.... 

Oak, cherrybark (swamp 

red). 

Oak, cow (swamp chest- 

nut). 

@alkdeltay posta nae 

Oak, forked-leaf 

(white). 

@akyovercupea. = sees ee 

Oak, southern red....... 

@akywaters.. -seioeae 

Oak, willow............ 

Pecan, bitter (water hick- 

ory). 

Pecan, sweet (pecan)..... 

Bersimm One ase mersiaei oe 

Bine; loblolly 22 merece 

Blan er teem wae e eee “3 

Rrivet (Swamp)acen see 

SYCaIMOres eas see see 

Wraterlocust=as =..eesees = 

white 

Gleditsia triacanthos L. 

Acer rubrum L. and/or Acer rub- 

rum drummondii (Hook. and 

Arn.) Sarg. 

Morus rubra L. 

Quercus velutina LaM. 

Q. nuttallii Palmer. 

Q. rubra pagodaefolia (Ell.) Ashe. 

Q. prinus L. 

Q. mississippiensis (Ell.) Ashe. © 

Q. alba L. 

Q. lyrata Walt. 
Q. rubra L. 

Q. nigra L. 

Q. phellos L. 

Hicoria aquatica (Mich.) Britt. 

H. pecan (Marsh.) Britt. 

Diospyros virginiana L. 

Pinus taeda L. 

Planera aquatica (Walt.) Gmel. 

Forestiera acuminata (Mich.) Poir. 

Platanus occidentalis L. 

Gleditsia aquatica Marsh. 

Salix nigra Marsh. (principally). 
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